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 INTRODUCTION 

 The Plan 

 My senior project was to create a combination of resources for student stage managers 

 at Eastern Michigan University. These resources include explanations of expectations and 

 paperwork, templates, how-to guides, and tips from experienced stage manager(s). Everything 

 included in the project was compiled into a singular PDF for easiest access. Any resources that 

 aren’t explicitly in the PDF are available via a hyperlink and tied to a counterpart in a google 

 drive available for student stage managers that can be updated by the future stage managers 

 that enter the program. 

 Stage management includes many aspects and can be overwhelming to new individuals. 

 Often the resources that are needed for successful stage management are hard to find or 

 spread out across many locations, including both digital and physical. My intention for my 

 project was to have everything a student stage manager could need to be successful in a single 

 place, so their work as stage managers can be done easier and they feel supported by the 

 theatre department. Each individual is unique in the way they stage manage, and these 

 resources can act as a stepping stone for any individual looking to pursue stage management 

 long term. Theatre, as an industry, is constantly changing, and every production is different. 

 Creating a guide, rather than a concrete manual for stage managing, allows the individuals who 

 utilize my project to build upon what they learn to become better professionals who are able to 

 adapt the resources they are given into whatever is needed for any specific production. 

 This project has the potential to be beneficial to both myself as a young professional 

 graduating and to any future student stage managers that come through the EMU Theatre 

 program. The information gathered into the business side of theatre also helped both myself 

 and others as we dove into the world of professional theatre. Additionally, this project acted as a 

 compilation of my personal experiences and of the skills I have learned while being a student at 
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 Eastern Michigan University, since all of the material was created by me or gathered from 

 experienced stage managers. Any material I was unsure of at the start of the project can be 

 utilized by myself long term as well. 

 In the end, this project was intended to ease the stress that comes from stage 

 managing by giving stage managers the resources they need in a convenient manner. Rather 

 than potentially missing a crucial part of stage management, they have access to the basic 

 necessities and can create a foundation for their stage management needs for any future 

 production they may partake in. Access to this information also means that production with the 

 Eastern Michigan University theatre program will ideally run smoother, since the stage 

 managers will have access to templates and how-to guides that walk them through what is 

 required of stage managers. 
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 SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION TO STAGE MANAGEMENT 

 A Definition: What is a Stage Manager? 

 If you look up the actual definition in the Merriam-Webster Dictionary, it’ll say that a stage 

 manager is “one who supervises the physical aspects of a stage production, assists the director 

 during rehearsals, and is in charge of the stage during a performance.” That definition is, of 

 course, very true but I think that, to an extent, is a two-dimensional definition of what a stage 

 manager is and what a stage manager does. 

 I have tried to define a student stage manager at Eastern Michigan University in the 

 past, and limited myself to a paragraph; a simple paragraph that was easy to say to potential 

 stage managers about the realities, the hardships, and the joys that come from the position. 

 “Being a stage manager at EMU means working hand in hand with faculty, 

 directors, cast, and crew to create a unique performance and experience for 

 everyone involved, including the audience. Working as an SM takes a lot of 

 passion, dedication, and time; it’s a big commitment to be here 5+ days a week 

 for rehearsals and meetings. You are just one part in a much greater whole and 

 every role is important. As stage managers, you’re the go to person for 

 designers, directors, cast, and crew; it’s up to you to communicate with all of 

 these people, write up a lot of paperwork, and make sure everything is on 

 schedule. It can be a daunting task because of the responsibilities that come with 

 the position. The nice thing about being in the learning environment that our 

 department creates is that there are always people there to support you and 

 answer any questions that you might have. There’s a pretty big support network 

 for people in the department, especially stage managers. Always feel free to 

 reach out if you need to.” 
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 As a base-line, a stage manager does, in fact, supervise the physical aspects of a stage 

 production, assist the director during rehearsals, and then is in charge of the stage during 

 performances, but how a stage manager exists within a theatrical space and a theatrical 

 production is so much broader and more intricate than any written statement can encompass. I 

 think it can be very difficult to actually put down on paper what a stage manager is and have it 

 be a truly complete definition because of how many different ways there are to stage manage 

 and how many different things a stage manager can do. 

 A stage manager can be a supervisor, or a role model, or a figure to look to for guidance, 

 or a problem-solver, or a paperwork maker, or an authority figure, or a schedule-keeper, cue 

 caller, blocking taker; the ‘or’s just keep coming because there are so many interlocking pieces 

 in what a stage manager does. Of all the roles in a production, stage managers can be 

 considered the ones that have their hands in the most buckets, so to speak. The set crew lead 

 and crew members have to consider other tech elements to create a whole set but they are 

 generally limited to set crew in their influence. Designers must take other elements into account 

 or their design may be shortsighted in the grand scheme of the production. The director has to 

 consider every element of the production to truly create their vision. However, all of that 

 considered, the stage manager is the one who deals with every tech element, every crew 

 member, every cast member, and every member of the production team, because they are the 

 central hub of information for the entire production. They must always consider the production 

 as a whole to catch what others might miss and ensure that every aspect is being completed. 

 They don’t make artistic decisions, but they ensure that the artistic decisions are happening as 

 they should be and then that they are upheld throughout the process, especially during 

 techweek when the director steps away and the stage manager truly takes over production 

 oversight. This is considered maintaining the artistic integrity of the show. 
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 The most important aspect about how a stage manager is defined, though, is the fact 

 that the definition is going to be different for every stage manager. So much of how a stage 

 manager interacts with the greater whole of a production is because of who that stage manager 

 is as a person and as a leader. How I stage manage will always be different from other stage 

 managers in my university, my city, or my state, and that’s true for the great many stage 

 managers that are out there. Every stage manager brings something new that becomes their 

 style. The nature of stage management means that the position is taught by more experienced 

 professionals who pass on their skills and ways of doing. New stage managers then take those 

 taught skills and adapt them in a way that fits them based on their ways of understanding, 

 mannerisms, tone, and organization. Thus a cycle is created and maintained throughout the 

 generations of the theatre industry. Learning to interact with the position comes from 

 experience, and only so much can be observed or taught without doing. 

 I think a certain argument can also be made about the difference between stage 

 management and the stage manager. Of course, one can not exist without the other. Stage 

 management is the action, the employment opportunity, the official facet that can be pursued. A 

 stage manager is the person behind stage management, the outcome of the action. It may 

 seem like a small thing to create a distinction between the two, but I think it’s important to 

 remember that the stage manager is the person behind all of their requirements. 

 So what does a stage manager actually  do  , since I’ve  neglected to actively explain their 

 roles thus far other than a handy-dandy short list. As the central hub of information, the stage 

 manager both creates and gathers information. Often individuals pursuing this as a career or 

 long term hobby find ‘being in the know’ the greatest positive, and perhaps the greatest 

 advantage, of the position. They create a lot of paperwork, including reports from all rehearsals 

 and meetings, handle the tech tracking, and create and maintain the schedule. This creation of 

 information happens throughout the entire process of any singular production. Gathering of 
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 information plays hand in hand with this, through meetings, reports, and chats. Everything 

 becomes an interlocking web of free flowing information between directors, designers, cast, and 

 crew that is, in particular, facilitated and maintained by the stage manager. The intention behind 

 the role is to make sure the web is flowing smoothly at any given point. Then when the show is 

 in techweek and performances, they are the person that everyone goes to for problem solving 

 and needed information, while also maintaining artistic integrity. 

 Outside of the flow of information, the stage manager has certain physical tasks that are 

 in tandem with their primary purpose. This means taping out the rehearsal space, taking 

 blocking notes, scheduling and facilitating meetings, setting up rehearsal props and set pieces, 

 creating a calling script, and calling the show. These are not limited, since often tasks are 

 placed upon the stage management team on a per show basis. 

 All of this being said, the reality that stage management isn’t for everyone needs to be 

 addressed. It can be a very grueling experience, and I say that from a place of utmost love and 

 respect for the position. While I don’t want to scare anyone off stage management, I don’t want 

 to sugarcoat it either, because that doesn’t help anyone. It doesn’t help potentially new stage 

 managers, doesn’t help active stage managers, and doesn’t help anyone else in productions 

 who have to deal with an individual who has a romanticized perspective of the position as a 

 whole. It’s not my intention to be shortsighted about what stage management is or guide new 

 potential stage managers down a path that they simply don’t belong. 

 Stage management demands incredible dedication, time, and energy in every sense. 

 The stage manager is the first one in and the last one out to every rehearsal, meeting, and 

 performance. This can sometimes mean up to two hours before others arrive or after they leave, 

 and dealing with situations at any given point during the day. They are the ones unlocking the 

 space, getting the work lights on, and making sure it's a productive space to be in for everyone 

 partaking in the experience, company and audience. Due to a trickling effect that happens, if the 
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 stage manager is stressed or angry, eventually so will everyone else. Groups take their social 

 cues from the leader, even in professional settings. Maintaining the demeanor needed to avoid 

 the trickling effect in the face of broken equipment, missing company members, or serious 

 injuries can be difficult and mentally draining. Even when everything feels like it is falling apart, 

 there still has to be an air of professionalism. 

 Outside of what the position requires as an actual position of employment, stage 

 management also needs certain fortitude and perhaps a certain type of person. As I have said, I 

 don’t want to limit what a stage manager can be. However, a stage manager always has to be a 

 leader who is able to make decisions. That is perhaps the one thing that is non negotiable. If 

 someone in the position is unable to make decisions, there becomes a lack of guidance for the 

 production as a whole. 

 In the end, truly in the end, stage management comes down to respect. Respect for the 

 position, respect for the industry, respect for your company (regardless of what position any 

 individual may hold), and respect for yourself. It is important to remember that stage 

 management does not come from a place of increased authority but rather a place of increased 

 responsibility. It is not a position made for individuals prone to allowing power to go to one’s 

 head. Go into the position with the understanding that you are working with your peers, with 

 fellow professionals as worthy of an enjoyable experience as you. 

 On a final note, a bit of advice for those who are going into this industry, and a reminder 

 to those in the metaphorical trenches: you are human. They will demand a great many things, 

 some of which might even be greatness, and they will demand it all right now, whoever ‘they’ 

 might be, but you are human who has a right to stand up for what you deserve as a human. You 

 deserve hours of work that are healthily manageable. You deserve a livable wage that actually 

 supports you. You deserve to maintain business hours and not deal with business outside of 
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 said hours. You deserve to say no to opportunities that do not fit you. In an industry as time 

 consuming and unyielding as the theatre industry, do not compromise on the bare minimum. 

 I wish you the best. Go and be great. 
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 Confidentiality: 

 What does it mean for me, as a stage manager? 

 As the stage manager, you have access to a lot of information for the entire company, 

 including contact sheets, medical information, personal schedules, and often personal 

 circumstances. This information is privileged and should be kept in a way that it’s out of the 

 hands of the general populace. We want our company members to feel comfortable partaking 

 and feel that any information they give us isn’t being handed around to unnecessary people. 

 Confidentiality 

 Confidentiality is defined as the state of keeping or being kept secret or private. For 

 Stage Management purposes, confidentiality deals with the amount of information that stage 

 managers have access to. 

 Personally Identifiable Information (PII) 

 Personally Identifiable information, or PII, refers to any information that could potentially 

 identify a specific individual. This means any information with phone numbers, emails, and 

 addresses. This also can mean medical and health information, since health forms are collected 

 from the cast and crew. 

 This also includes any person’s Covid status, whether that’s exposure, symptoms, or a 

 positive Covid test. This info falls under HIPAA, and therefore falls under an individual’s right to 

 privacy. This information cannot be shared with anyone under any circumstances, including the 

 director. 
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 Confidentiality Forms 

 For EMU Theatre, every stage manager is required to sign a confidentiality form, 

 normally during auditions because that’s generally the first event that deals with confidential 

 information. Confidentiality forms can be found in the theatre office located in 103 sturgis hill. 

 Who gets what information? 

 Judging who gets what information can often be a struggle since there are a lot of 

 moving parts in theatre productions that then play off of the fact that many of our designers and 

 production staff are faculty and staff, vs cast, crew, and the SM team being students. Something 

 to remember about sensitive information is that oftentimes faculty and staff have access to more 

 information than student stage managers. 

 In general, contact sheets can be shared with the company, with the understanding that 

 the information isn’t to be abused. Personal schedules and conflicts can be shared with the 

 needed crew leads and designers to make crew call schedules. Health form information should 

 be contained only to the stage manager and necessary office staff. 

 If you’re ever not sure if someone should have information, never be afraid to ask the 

 SSMs and/or Pam Cardell! 
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 What is this? 

 Definitions of Common Theatre Words and Phrases 

 There is a lot of industry specific language in Theatre that stage managers handle daily in their 

 role. Here’s some common phrases and words used. 

 People: 

 ●  Assistant Managing Director: Staff member that handles a multitude of operations within 

 the theatre department at Eastern Michigan University, one of which is helping to 

 oversee the student stage managers and the stage management assignments for each 

 season. 

 ●  Choreographer: Individuals who help choreograph for theatre productions. 

 ●  Costume Shop Manager: Individual who manages the costume shop and oversees the 

 creation of costumes for theatre productions. 

 ●  Crew Lead: Individuals who oversee individual crews. They work under the designer, 

 and at Eastern Michigan University, are always students. Not all theatre companies will 

 have crew lead positions. 

 ●  Designer(s): Individual(s) who plan and help create the environment of a theatre 

 production. The most common types of designers are costume/makeup, lighting, 

 projections, props, sets/scenic, and sound. 

 ●  Director: Individual who oversees and orchestrates the creation of a theatre production. 

 ●  Director of Theatre: Faculty member who oversees the entirety of the theatre 

 department. 

 ●  Supervising Stage Manager(s): One or two experienced student stage manager(s) who 

 work in the theatre office and mentor the other student stage managers in the theatre 

 department at Eastern Michigan University. Part of their role includes meeting weekly 
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 with stage managers, sitting in during rehearsals, and helping with general office work 

 related to the productions. 

 ●  Technical Director: Staff member who oversees the scenic studio and scenic builds for 

 every production at Eastern Michigan University. Often designs for shows in some 

 capacity as well. 

 Physical Components/Locations: 

 ●  Annex: A rehearsal space located below the commons at Eastern Michigan University. 

 ●  Apron: The area of the stage that is in front of the proscenium. Only in Proscenium 

 theatres. 

 ●  Backstage: The area that is off stage, includes the wings. 

 ●  Booth: A place where the boards, board operators, and stage manager usually are. It’s 

 typically enclosed and at the back of the house. 

 ●  Cyclorama (Cyc): A large curtain or wall, typically all the way upstage and used to mark 

 the end of the playing space. Often is used to supplement lighting, projections, or 

 scenery. Might have a scrim in front of it. 

 ●  Elevator: A platform that raises and lowers things. 

 ●  Fire Curtain: Fire-proof curtain that is lowered in the event of a fire. 

 ●  Flies: Set pieces, lights, etc that are hung on the fly rail. 

 ●  House: The area of the theatre where the audience sits. 

 ●  In the Round: Refers to production taking place in round playing spaces, which have the 

 audience on 4 sides. 

 ●  Lab Theatre: the smallest rehearsal and performance space in the Judy Sturgis Hill 

 building at Eastern Michigan University. Typically host lab bills. 

 ●  Leg: Long and narrow drape hung on either side of the stage to mask backstage. 
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 ●  Legacy Theatre: the large proscenium theatre located in the Judy Sturgis Hill building at 

 Eastern Michigan University. Typically where mainstage productions take place. 

 ●  Pit: Area where the orchestra or band sits, typically sunken below the front of stage. Any 

 set up needed for the pit is typically done by the sound crew. The pit at EMU is often on 

 the elevator. 

 ●  Proscenium Arch: The arch that frames the stage from the audience’s perspective. Only 

 in proscenium stages. Has a corresponding line on the playing space. 

 ●  Raked Stage: The stage is set at an inclined angle, typically with the higher end on the 

 upstage side of the stage. 

 ●  Scrim: Gauze-like curtain that is transparent if the light is behind it but opaque when the 

 light is in front of it. Used in lighting, projections, and scenery. 

 ●  Shakespeare Doors: The doors on/to the apron in proscenium theatres. 

 ●  Sponberg Theatre: the thrust style stage located in the Judy Sturgis Hill Building at 

 Eastern Michigan University. Typically where second stage performances take place; 

 occasionally will have mainstage performances. 

 ●  Stage Directions: These refer to the areas of the stage. The main areas are: 

 ○  Upstage: area farthest from the audience 

 ○  Centerstage: the middle of the playing space 

 ○  Downstage: area closest to the audience 

 ○  Stage right: the right side of the stage, from the actors’ perspective (opposite of 

 house right) 

 ○  Stage left: the left side of the stage, from the actors’ perspective (opposite of 

 house 
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 ○ 

 ●  Thrust Stage: stage with the audience on three sides. 

 ●  Wings: The backstage area that is directly off of the stage. 

 Rehearsals: 

 ●  Blocking: The movement/staging of actors on stage. This is tracked by stage managers 

 throughout the rehearsal process. 

 ○  Some rehearsals will be blocking rehearsals, which focus on staging the show. 

 After the show is entirely blocked, often the director will fine tune it and work out 

 the details. 

 ●  Rehearsal Costumes/Props/Furniture: These are stand in items for the actual show 

 costumes/props/furniture. They’re to make sure the actors are able to get used to 

 handling certain items or moving around certain furniture pieces or in certain costume 

 pieces. Often the stand-in items are used to either protect the ones that will be used on 

 stage or because the show items aren’t ready when the items are needed for rehearsals. 

 ●  Table Work: First read through(s) or character work, often done at a table or sitting down. 

 Does not include blocking. Typically the first couple rehearsals but some directors might 

 have it throughout the rehearsal process. 
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 Scheduling: 

 ●  10 out of 12 or 8 out of 10: These refer to the length of scheduled days. A 10 out of 12 

 means that the company is working 10 hours out of a 12 hour period, with two food 

 breaks to cut out those two hours. This is the same premise with the 8 out of 10, with the 

 company working 8 hours of a 10 hour period. 

 ○  These used to be industry standard but there are pushes to adjust the industry 

 schedules to be more manageable. 

 ●  Call Time: When company members are supposed to arrive to a rehearsal or 

 performance. 

 ●  Closing a show: Finishing a show. Typically a show is considered closed after strike is 

 completed. Some people may refer to the show as being closed after the last 

 performance. 

 ●  First In, Last Out: This phrase is said about stage managers especially, rather than a 

 phrase that refers to the company as a whole. The stage manager is often the person 

 who unlocks and preps the space, so they’re the first in (often 30 mins to an hour early). 

 After everything is done, whether that’s rehearsal, a meeting, or a performance, the 

 stage manager closes up the space, make sure it’s ready for the next day, and locks 

 everything after the day is done, making them the last person out. 

 ●  Lab Bills: shows featured in the lab theatre. Often put on by students with minimal faculty 

 intervention. 

 ●  Mainstage: the largest theatrical productions at Eastern Michigan University 

 ●  Off Book: When the actors need to have their scripts memorized 

 ●  One Act Festival: student written and directed festival that features typically 3 or 4 one 

 acts. 
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 ●  Papertech: This is the meeting before techweek where the stage manager sits with the 

 designers who have cues, and often the director, to write out their calling script. This 

 mostly is the designers and stage managers going from page to page writing down the 

 cues. 

 ●  Poster Run: Promotional event where the cast, and sometimes the crew, go around the 

 local areas and hang posters to promote the show. 

 ●  Post Mortem: This is a meeting after strike to discuss what went well with the production 

 and what didn’t. This space is to help make the process smoother going forward and is 

 intended to be a productive space, not a time to insult or be negative towards other 

 people and their work. 

 ●  Second Stage: smaller productions at Eastern Michigan University. Has less cast and 

 crew than mainstage productions. 

 ●  Strike: This is the tear down of the show, typically after the last performance. This is run 

 by the Technical Director, with the stage manager fulfilling their own duties and then 

 helping with traffic control and overseeing strike. 

 Tech Elements: 

 ●  Act (in terms of Scripts): Structural division in dramatic works, typically plays. There’s 

 often between one and five. Acts are typically separated further into scenes. 

 ●  Ad Lib: To add lines or actions not in the script or music not in the score. Often in the 

 form of improvisation. 

 ●  A vista: When set changes are done in view of the audience. 

 ●  Practical: Scenic or lighting elements that work on stage. 

 ○  EX: a lamp that actually turns on stage 
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 ●  Fitting: Appointment for actors to try on their costumes. Scheduled by the stage 

 manager, based on the actors’, costume shop manager’s, and costume designer’s 

 schedules. 

 ●  Ghost Light: Light left on in the theatre at the end of every night. Typically turned on by 

 the lighting crew during tech week and performances. 

 ●  Quick Change: Costume changes during performances that happen in a short amount of 

 time between an actor’s exit and entrance. 

 Techweek & Performances: 

 ●  Artistic integrity: Maintaining the show as the director has directed it. This applies more 

 towards techweek and performances, and typically matters more for longer running 

 shows. Once the director steps away and the stage manager truly takes over running the 

 show, sometimes the staging can shift with time. Maintaining artistic integrity means that 

 this doesn’t happen. 

 ●  Autofollow: Cues that are programmed to automatically follow the cue preceding it. 

 Should be indicated in a calling script. 

 ●  Dry Tech/Dry Run: Running the show without actors to see the tech elements by 

 themselves. 

 ●  God Mic: The main microphone the stage manager is given to communicate with the 

 house and backstage. 

 ●  Hard GO: This typically is in regards to a start time for a run. A hard GO means that the 

 run has to begin at that time. 
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 ●  Hold: when a rehearsal needs to stop, typically to allow something to be fixed or 

 adjusted. The stage manager is normally the one to call a hold, but other company 

 members might at certain points as well. 

 ○  If a hold is called, all movement and talking is stopped, especially on stage. 

 ●  House Count: The number of seat sold or number of people in the house. 

 ●  Runsheet: This is a complete list of cues or changes in order. Sometimes they include 

 things like costume changes and prop hand offs. The main focus of them is to spell out 

 everything that happens on stage with the appropriate cues. 

 ●  Show Conditions: Used during tech the most. When rehearsals are running as if it was 

 an actual performance. Includes stage blacks, the EMU theatre phone policy, hard GO 

 times, etc. 

 ●  Stage Blacks: Required clothing for performances. Clothes have to be completely black, 

 which means no logos, graphics, etc on shirts and pants. Shoes should also be 

 completely black, with no white or color on them at all. Some professional theatres 

 require long pants and long sleeves; EMU doesn’t require long sleeves but encourages 

 them. 

 More Theatre Terms can be found here: 

 http://www.stagemanagementresource.com/sm-glossary 

http://www.stagemanagementresource.com/sm-glossary
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 Covid Policy as of Fall 2022 

 Updated - 9/13/2022 

 The Covid Policy is constantly changing due to the nature of the situation. Please check  here  for 

 the University Policy or with Pam Cardell for the Theatre Department policy. 

 Social Distancing: 

 Social distancing is no longer required in any capacity. If people wish to social distance, 

 they are able to do so at their own accord. This extends to on stage; actors are able to be in 

 close range with other actors. 

 For intimacy and physical touch, actors can only do so if they are up to date on all vaccines and 

 boosters that they qualify for. They are also encouraged to test weekly, but aren’t required. 

 Masks: 

 Masks are optional in general on campus but are at the discretion of the professor in 

 classes and are at the discretion of the director during rehearsals. Any individual choosing to 

 wear a mask may do so; directors can’t ask them to unmask if the individual would like to 

 remain masked. 

 For audiences: it depends on the transmission level of the area at the time of 

 performances. If the transmission level is high, we can “strongly encourage” audiences to wear 

 masks. Overall, they are not required. 

 Vaccinations: 

 Everyone participating in an EMU theatre production as cast, crew, or designer and any 

 theatre activity course must have the Covid vaccine and be up to date on all boosters that they 

 qualify for. 

https://www.emich.edu/emusafe/safe-return-to-campus/students/index.php
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 If they have a medical or religious accommodation - they must be approved by the 

 university. If they’re not vaccinated, they are required to wear a mask and get tested weekly. 

 Accommodations are renewed automatically. 

 Testing: 

 Unvaccinated individuals need to test weekly. Actors with staged intimacy are 

 encouraged to test weekly. 

 If Someone is Exposed: 

 If someone is exposed to Covid, they must report it to the university (see below section 

 about reporting) and follow Telehealth’s instructions. In general, they’ll have to wear a mask for 

 10 days and test on day 5. Telehealth may have stricter policies that are based on the specific 

 situation. 

 If Someone has Symptoms or Tests Positive: 

 If someone has Covid or suspected Covid, they are to isolate for 5 days. They are 

 allowed to return between days 6 and 10 if they wear a mask. On day 5 and day 6 they will test; 

 if  both  tests are negative, they are able to unmask. 

 Reporting: 

 If a cast or crew member tells you, the stage manager, that they are exposed to Covid or 

 have tested positive for Covid, both that person and you are required to report it to the university 

 through the Covid Report Form. 

 If you have tested positive or have been exposed, you must also report it to the university 

 through the Covid Report Form. 

 Telehealth will contact the individual and go from there, based on the individual situation. 
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 That form can be found here: 

 https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe0MSbLFpTDQhv-J6f7H2wm-hXCqa8AjHP-NzQ6 

 glEPPFb5Zw/viewform 

 Techweek and Performances: 

 Techweek and Performances will have cast and crew masked backstage for the entirety 

 of the production. Cast will be unmasked while on stage. If they are mic’d and/or have stage 

 makeup on and need to speak to an individual, they can hold a mask up as a barrier. If they are 

 unmasked backstage, they must not talk. 

 In the event of an emergency, this has some leeway, but only in the event of an emergency. 

 Monkeypox: 

 Currently, Monkeypox is not something that we have to monitor but you can find more 

 information under the Monkeypox Resources here:  https://www.emich.edu/emusafe/ 

 How does this affect me, as a stage manager? 

 As a stage manager, you are not allowed to ask a person for their vaccination status, or share 

 an exposure or positive test result with anyone else, due to HIPAA. 

 (This is a law. Do not break the law.) 

 You can read more about HIPAA here:  https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/index.html 

 Not sharing a positive test result or potential symptoms extends to faculty and staff 

 (designers, directors, and production staff).  If you  have any questions about the legality 

 surrounding Covid status or about a specific situation you are dealing with, please talk to Pam 

 Cardell. She is the one who works with the university about our Covid policies. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe0MSbLFpTDQhv-J6f7H2wm-hXCqa8AjHP-NzQ6glEPPFb5Zw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSe0MSbLFpTDQhv-J6f7H2wm-hXCqa8AjHP-NzQ6glEPPFb5Zw/viewform
https://www.emich.edu/emusafe/
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/index.html
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 If you’re faced with a situation where a cast or crew member comes to you, as the stage 

 manager, and tells you that they can’t attend a rehearsal or performance because of a Covid 

 related scenario  , discreetly talk with the director  or respective designer/crew lead to get their 

 role covered without revealing why they are unable to continue. Most people will guess (that’s 

 the nature of things right now), but you  can not  confirm  anything for them. 

 If someone asks you about boosters and what they should get, direct them to their 

 primary care physician or a medical professional.  We are not doctors or medical professionals 

 and what boosters people qualify for depend on a multitude of things. 

 If you, the stage manager, tests positive or experience symptoms  , please follow the 

 above instructions on how to handle it with the university (reporting, isolation, etc). On top of 

 that, reach out to Pam Cardell (and if you’re comfortable, the Supervising Stage Managers) on 

 how to handle the situation in terms of the actual production. The most likely scenario is that 

 one of your ASMs will step in for you, but this is not always the case. 

 You are able to share with whomever you are comfortable with about your own Covid 

 status or related scenario, since it’s your own private information you are giving out rather than 

 someone else’s. 

 Notes: 

 Communicate these policies to your cast and crew early on, especially about how it’ll 

 work during techweek and performances. Stress to your cast and your crew that cast cannot 

 talk backstage while unmasked. 

 If you have any questions or have individuals not following these policies, please reach 

 out to the SSMs and/or Pam Cardell. 
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 SECTION 1A: SCHEDULES/TIMELINES 

 The stage manager handles all of the schedules for  a production. This includes creating 

 documents or digital calendars and sending them out to company members, while also sending 

 reminders and updating the schedules as necessary. An example of what a complete mainstage 

 production calendar can look like, created in Google Docs, can be found  here  . 

 Google calendar can be an excellent resource for stage managers, since it’s sharing and 

 instant editing capabilities can make adjusting schedules very simple. A guide for using google 

 calendar can be found  here  . 

 Mainstage Timeline Overview 

 Mainstage productions are the largest of the EMU theatre productions. There are 

 typically two per semester during Fall and Winter semesters. Second stage productions are very 

 similar but smaller, and often require less. This is a general overview of what mainstage 

 productions require. 

 Pre-Production 

 Auditions & Callbacks 

 Dates are determined by the Theatre office 

 The stage manager helps run auditions from a management perspective. SM teams 

 make sure auditions run smoothly and manage the auditionees throughout the process. With 

 the SSMs, the space is set up with a check in table, cold reads, a photography area, and a 

 waiting area. If there’s a musical being auditioned for, music cold reads, binders, and a hole 

 punch. Typically, auditions take place in either the Lab Theatre or the Sponberg Theatre, with 

 the auditionees waiting in the Legacy Theatre. 

 For auditions, there are different roles for the volunteers/helpers. Typically there are two 

 people helping people check in, which means checking audition forms and conflicts and giving 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10bW8iW90dqhTLSStrj_A5yK9ZDVFGKc5/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1sz-iW6YykIN5TPwzIxoLrxIZeW6RJPnx/view?usp=sharing
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 any needed information. At least one person takes a headshot of each auditionee from the waist 

 up with a whiteboard that has their name and audition number. There is a person that is the 

 runner, who takes the person on deck from the waiting area to outside the audition space, and a 

 person that is the announcer. The announcer says the auditionee’s first and last name and what 

 shows they are auditioning for. Other helpers are traffic control to help guide people and answer 

 any questions. 

 Callbacks are very similar. Because there is a callback list, who is attending callbacks is 

 limited to a select few and most directors prefer to have everyone from the very top of the 

 timeframe. Having a sign in sheet can make the process easier. The director often will have 

 sides, which are sections/scenes of the script, that they’d printed like specifically for callbacks. 

 Talk to your director ahead of time to see what sides they’d like. Often sides are placed within 

 the room to make things easier, but this is ultimately up to the director. The stage management 

 may be within the room during callbacks or managing people outside of it. 

 General Prep 

 A week before the concept meeting at the latest 

 When prep work begins depends on the show and what it needs. Often prep work 

 begins before auditions, but this depends on when auditions fall in comparison to the rest of 

 your production calendar. Try to give yourself more time than you expect to prepare for a show, 

 especially if it’s your first time stage managing. This is the time to make sure that you are ready 

 for meetings and rehearsals to start. 

 During this period, you should prepare your paperwork for the process, meet with your 

 assistant stage managers if you have them, read the script, and start communicating with your 

 company. 
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 Director/SM Meeting 

 This is the meeting to meet your director, sometimes for the first time, and discuss 

 details about your production and process. During this meeting, you should create a foundation 

 for the production. Remember that you are not the director’ assistant, but a separate entity. Click 

 this link for some suggested questions and tips:  Director/SM  Meeting Questions  . 

 Taping the Stage 

 Taping the stage should be done before the first blocking rehearsal using a ground plan 

 provided by the scenic designer. This is when the stage manager uses spike tape to recreate 

 the show’s ground plan in the rehearsal space. A how-to guide for taping is available on page 

 35. 

 Concept Meeting 

 10 weeks before opening night 

 This is the very first meeting of the stage management team, directing team, designers, 

 and production staff to establish the design foundation for the production. Often the director will 

 start this meeting with their concept/vision for the show, and then the designer will ask clarifying 

 questions or discuss their opinions for their designs. Ultimately there should be a middle ground 

 met between the director’s and designers’ visions. Ideally this will be an hour long, but given 

 that it’s the first meeting, sometimes it can last longer. The stage manager is the one to facilitate 

 this meeting. 

 There’s typically a week off between the concept meeting and first production meeting to 

 allow the designers time to gather research and start preliminary sketches. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HwghYCCFfLSr_O3EI1H93rZ4FK4-KnJ2/view?usp=sharing
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 Production Meetings 

 Typically 2 weeks after the concept meeting, 8 weeks before opening night 

 Production meetings typically start around 8 weeks before opening night. These are 

 hour-long meetings on Fridays to discuss the production side of the process and to give updates 

 on how things are going. The stage manager facilitates the meetings, takes all the notes with 

 help of any assistant stage managers, and ensures that it happens in a timely manner. An easy 

 way to facilitate these meetings is to create a production meeting report with each tech element 

 listed in its own category and just go down the list asking people to speak. 

 Rehearsal Period 

 General Rehearsals 

 4 weeks before tech week for Straight Plays; 5 weeks before tech week for Musicals 

 Rehearsals are when the director, and music director if it’s a musical, build the show with 

 the cast. The stage manager helps run rehearsals, taking notes, and keeping the schedule, 

 which includes calling breaks. They also make sure the cast are scheduled for fittings and any 

 other appointments that are for the production. Additionally, the stage management team acts 

 as substitute crew members for set changes, prop handoffs, and costume handoffs. This is so 

 actors can get an idea of how they will interact with crew, the director can see how it’ll actually 

 look, and the stage managers can track when furniture, props, and costumes enter and exit 

 Off Book Date 

 This date refers to when the cast needs to be ‘off book,’ which means that they need to 

 be memorized, and is determined by the director. It typically is around the middle of the 

 rehearsal process, but some director’s prefer to have their cast memorized by the first 

 rehearsal. After the off book date, the stage management team will start doing line notes. Line 
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 notes track all the lines that the cast calls, paraphrase, or skip and are given to the actors every 

 night. They can be done digitally or on printed pieces of paper. 

 Date for Final Props/Rehearsal Props 

 This is the date or dates that are related to the props during the rehearsal process. The 

 final date for rehearsal props refers to when the director needs all rehearsal props for blocking 

 purposes. The date for final props refers to the last date that directors can request props. These 

 might be the same date but they often will not be. 

 Company Meeting & Design Presentation 

 Typically the day after rehearsals begin 

 The company meeting is the very first meeting where everyone from the entire company 

 meets together to discuss expectations, schedules, and other important details regarding the 

 production. The technical director and stage manager run this meeting together and the TD has 

 an agenda that he will share with the stage manager. It’s best to meet with the TD before the 

 meeting to discuss anything that might need to be addressed with the company. 

 Design presentations typically happen the same day. Each designer will take turns 

 presenting their designs for the show to the company. This is so everyone has an idea of what 

 they will be working on. 

 Designer Run 

 Typically end of week 2 or beginning on week 3 of rehearsals 

 This is the complete runthrough of the show that the designers attend so they have an 

 idea of where to put their cues and get an idea of the blocking, set changes, prop hand offs, etc. 

 Typically it’s recorded. This should happen after the show is roughly blocked but before it’s too 

 late in the process for it to be useful; this normally works out to be at the end of week 2 or 
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 beginning of week 3 of rehearsals. The exact date should be discussed with the director, stage 

 manager, and designers. The stage manager should run this rehearsal as normal. The only 

 thing that is different is having the designers and potentially some crew members in the 

 audience. 

 The important thing for Designer Run is having all of the tech elements referenced in 

 some way. Assistant stage manager(s) should do set changes, prop hand offs, etc to simulate 

 what crew will need to do to the best of their availability. This also helps get accurate entrances 

 and exits for things like lighting and costumes. 

 Poster Run 

 Typically 2 weeks before opening night 

 This is a promotional event that the cast and the stage management team is required to 

 attend. All of the cast members, and potentially some of the crew members, will go around the 

 Ypsilanti and Ann Arbor area with show posters and give them to businesses. The intention of 

 the poster run is to get as many posters up as possible to help spread the word about the 

 performances. Crew members should be asked if there aren’t enough cast members to get to all 

 of the locations. 

 The stage manager will be the home base for the poster run and typically stays in the 

 theatre building, unless there aren’t enough people to do the poster run. It’s nice to have at least 

 2 people per location but some groups can do multiple locations, like both Ann Arbor locations. 

 Before poster run, the stage manager should make sure to have posters and postcards 

 (provided by the Assistant Director of Theatre), groups, and tape prepared. The groups should 

 have at least one driver. 

 Poster Run Business list available  here  . 

 Ann Arbor Walk Map available  here  . 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/14cPxtQJIFsgimdzSE_H5nQ7gRUvka3H7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1aLG2w058Hdydhfdktly8xDi20kv6IRDa/view?usp=sharing
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 Sitzprobe (Musicals Only) 

 Around middle of rehearsal process, depends on musicians’ availability 

 Sitzprobe is the first run through with the pit or orchestra. This is typically scheduled by 

 the music director, based on the musicians’ availability.  It often doesn’t follow the same break 

 schedule, but rather focuses on getting everyone in and out in a timely manner. The music 

 director might prefer to just have the cast sing, rather than actually act out the entire show. 

 Sound crew will also attend to set up microphones and the pit. Make sure to meet with the 

 music director before sitzprobe to find out what is needed for it and how they would like it run. 

 Musical Overview available on page 62. 

 Tech Week 

 Papertech 

 Typically friday before opening night 

 Some might consider papertech part of techweek and  some might not. Typically 

 papertech takes place the Friday before opening night in place of the production meeting. 

 Regardless of when it happens, it must take place before Q2Q. It’s best to expect it to take a 

 decent amount of time; typically 4 hours are allotted. Papertech is the meeting between the 

 stage management team, directing team, and designer with cues to create the stage manager’s 

 calling script. Other people might join but it’s typically better to keep it limited to only the people 

 who need to be there. 

 Cue to Cue (Q2Q) 

 Saturday before opening night, unless show is in the December slot 

 Cue to Cue (Q2Q) is the official first part of techweek, and it’s the first time all of the tech 

 elements (except costumes) come together. Typically Q2Q is the Saturday before the show 
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 opens from 10am till 7pm. Crew is called at 10am and the cast is called at 11am or 11:30am 

 depending on the show and the director. 10am till 12pm is the prep period where everything is 

 set up. 12pm is the hard GO for the actual Q2Q to begin. The December shows might have a 

 split Q2Q over the course of 2 days, because of Thanksgiving break. 

 The purpose of Q2Q is to go from cue to cue starting at the top of the show and working 

 through it, checking timing, looks, volume, etc of each cue. This is the first time the stage 

 manager calls the show, and it’s when the director takes a step back and the stage manager 

 steps up. 

 Technical Rehearsal 

 Monday before opening night 

 This rehearsal is typically the Monday before opening  night but if Q2Q wasn’t finished on 

 the scheduled day, it will be finished during the tech rehearsal. If run as it’s scheduled, the tech 

 rehearsal is a full run through, holding as necessary to fix or adjust anything that is needed. 

 Costumes still aren’t present, so the focus is still on the other elements and cue calling. The run 

 starts as soon as everyone is ready, but it’s ideal to have it start no later than 7:30pm. 

 Dress Rehearsals 

 Tuesday through Thursday of opening night 

 The first dress rehearsal is the first time costumes  are on stage. If there are any quick 

 changes in the show, there will be a quick change rehearsal before the run to practice them. 

 This is typically run by costume designer and costume crew, but the stage manager might run it 

 as well. Have a conversation with your designer and crew lead before the first dress rehearsal 

 to get a plan in place. Other than the quick change rehearsal, this night is run with show 
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 conditions. Ideally the show will have a 7pm GO but the quick change rehearsal might set the 

 timeline back a bit. Holds might be necessary, should things need to be fixed or adjusted. 

 The second and third/final dress rehearsals ideally are in show conditions and run 

 without stopping. It is still a rehearsal though, so if it’s needed, the show will hold. There are still 

 chances that cues and such will change at this point. 

 Performance 

 Opening Night & Hooplah 

 First performance, Date determined by Theatre office 

 When opening night arrives, it’s typically a high  energy night! Ideally the show would’ve 

 been run with show conditions at least twice, so opening night shouldn’t be any different. There 

 is a high chance that is not the case, and that opening night is the first time the show will be run 

 with that night’s specific details. This is the first night there’s an audience watching the show, so 

 everything should be in show conditions and professional. 

 Hooplah is an EMU specific part of opening night. All of the company, including 

 designers, gathers to celebrate opening. The golden hammer and the show shirt are awarded 

 during Hooplah as well. The individuals who win them are voted on by the company, and 

 whoever gets the most votes wins.  The stage manager will have to make a way for the 

 company to vote on it, and make sure the golden hammer and show shirt are available for 

 opening night. The golden hammer is awarded to the crew member who excelled and exceeded 

 expectations; the stage management team does not qualify. The show shirt is awarded to the 

 cast member who did the same; they will also represent the cast at the post mortem meeting. 

 This can happen on the stage if there’s room with the set, or in the opposite theatre space. 

 Typically this happens 20 to 30 minutes before the house opens. 
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 General Performances 

 Dates determined by Theatre office. 

 After opening night, the performances should be set and run as rehearsed. The stage 

 manager will mostly be making sure everything is on schedule, calling the show, and problem 

 solving as needed. 

 Closing 

 Strike 

 After final performance 

 Strike takes place after the final performance and is the tear down of the show. The set 

 is taken down, props are returned, lights and projectors are taken down, and costumes are put 

 away. This is run by the technical director and the stage manager helps to oversee and handle 

 traffic control. The stage manager should meet with the technical director before the meeting to 

 discuss details. It’s a required event for the cast and crew. 

 Post Mortem 

 Typically Friday after final performance 

 This is the final meeting of the entire production. It typically takes place the Friday after 

 the show closes, during the same time frame as production meetings. The intention of the post 

 mortem meeting is to discuss what went well and what didn’t during the production. This is so 

 future productions can be better. The stage manager will facilitate this meeting as they do 

 production meetings and make sure any conversations that happen are civil and productive. 
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 Stage Manager Mainstage Checklist 

 This checklist can be found in a separate document  for personal use  here  . 

 Read the Script 

 Meet with the SSM Team 

 Meet with the Director 

 Form a Rehearsal Calendar (with Director’s approval) 

 Make Cast Packets (Digital) 

 Make Crew Packets (Digital) 

 Meet with your ASM(s) - An SSM member may be needed 

 Ask Pam or SSM Team for excusal letters (before crew meeting) 

 Schedule the concept meeting (10 weeks out from opening night) 

 Date: ____________________ 

 Schedule a production meeting and set an official time for the weekly meeting (often 2 

 weeks after the concept meeting) 

 Tape your rehearsal space (by the date your Director wants to start blocking) 

 Date: ____________________ 

 Make sure the Company Meeting has been scheduled 

 Date: ____________________ 

 Schedule Designer Presentations (potentially same day as Company Meeting) 

 Make final date for rehearsal props to be in rehearsals 

 Date: ____________________ 

 Make final date for when props can be requested 

 Date: ____________________ 

 Schedule a Designer Run (talk with production team) 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_tnHC1OOzz2hvoGxfNTJCy2IrGZ9dmpGQduBdDJXReM/edit?usp=sharing
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 Date: ____________________ 

 Schedule Poster Run (no later than two weeks before opening) 

 Date: ____________________ 

 Talk to Pam about food 

 Rehearsal and Production Reports sent out before you leave or directly following the 

 meeting 

 Include: Pam Cardell, Lee Stille, and the SSM email 

 T-Shirts: discuss with Pam if T-shirts are happening for your show. If yes, ask the 

 company if they want shirts and get a complete count. 

 Get final numbers of shirts (with sizes) to Pam the friday before Q2Q 

 Date: ____________________ 

 Get money for T-shirts to Pam on the day of final dress 

 Date: ____________________ 

 Program copy completed 1 week before Q2Q 

 Date: ____________________ 

 Have everyone check the program copy at Q2Q 

 Show reports must get sent out before leaving the building 

 Include Pam, Lee, and the SSM email 

 Make sure to include house count and run time 
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 SECTION 2: GENERAL INFORMATION 

 Ground Plans 

 Multiple ground plans benefit stage managers. One  of which will be the set design 

 ground plan that is typically created by each show’s set designer. This ground plan is unique to 

 each show and is created during the pre-production phase. The stage manager should receive 

 this ground plan before they tape the stage. 

 Other helpful ground plans include: 

 ●  Legacy Stage Ground Plan 

 ●  Legacy Theatre Seat Map 

 ●  Sponberg Stage Ground Plan 

 ●  Sponberg Theatre Seat Map 

 Taping the Ground Plan: How-To 

 Taping the ground plan means using spike tape to recreate the ground plan lifesized in 

 the rehearsal space, so the cast and directing team have a rough idea of how much space 

 they’ll have for blocking. 

 General Notes 

 Taping should be done before the first blocking rehearsal, which often is the first 

 rehearsal. A conversation should be had with the director to determine when is the best time to 

 have taping done. Typically taping is needed in every rehearsal space a show is rehearsing in, 

 but not the performance space. If rehearsals take place in the performance space, taping might 

 be necessary until set pieces are built. 

 The ground plan is typically created by the set designer and should have dimensions for 

 set pieces and their placements. If the dimensions aren’t there and the ground plan is in scale, 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/11fsPewH5y_pcQWuQZ90u-WtGXpAbHvXh/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1edLfY7WECJ1LV3gs-msnfSxAu0anpaF2/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14_cdCU7LsI89P6-BplzMBYgeJMd3kn21/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yIMFgscgp9dC0ObeWYZTXYCQ1JCMbHPb/view?usp=share_link
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 the scale rule can be used to determine the needed dimensions. If the dimensions aren’t there 

 and the ground plan is not in scale, ask the designer for clarification or if you know one known 

 length on the ground plan, you can surmise the rest of them. 

 Remember that all taping should be done with dashes of tape, not complete lines of 

 tape; this is to preserve the spike tape. 

 Typically, only the set and furniture pieces that are not being moved during the show 

 need to be taped. Any furniture that is being moved on and off shouldn’t need to be taped out 

 because rehearsal furniture is there to represent it. However, spiking the furniture, which is put a 

 corner of tape at each corner, might be needed instead. 

 Needed Items: 

 ●  Printed Ground Plan 

 ○  one in scale is easier to use 

 ●  Scale Rule 

 ●  Tape Measure(s) 

 ○  recommend having 3, one 100 foot & two 25 foot 

 ●  Spike Tape 

 ○  White, gray, dark green, and dark blue are the preferred colors 

 ■  Red should never be used - it stains the floor 

 ○  Check with the technical director to see which tape he’d like you to use 

 ●  Pencils & Sharpie 

 Step by Step: 

 1.  Gather your materials 

 a.  Spike tape, tape measures, and scale rule are available in the shop 
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 b.  Print the ground plan in 103 Sturgis Hill or ask the Technical Director to print a 

 large copy 

 2.  Determine where to place the proscenium line, if the show is in Legacy, or where the 

 edge of the playing space is, if the show is in Sponberg 

 3.  Determine where the center line is and mark it with one color 

 4.  Place one of the tape measures (the 100 foot one is best) along the centerline 

 a.  Tip: use small pieces of spike tape to keep the tape measure in place on the 

 centerline 

 5.  Tape out the proscenium line/edge of the playing space with the same color as the 

 center line 

 6.  Label your proscenium line with sharpie 

 7.  If in the Legacy theatre, tape out the proscenium arch, aka the concrete walls, with the 

 same color at the center line 

 a.  These can be just where they begin to give some idea of spacing; they don’t 

 have to be the entire wall 

 8.  Mark any drapes or flats in the wings 

 a.  This is so people know where they can enter/exit 

 9.  Label any drapes with sharpie 

 10.  Using the center line as a starting point, start taping out any permanent set pieces or 

 furniture 

 Tips: 

 ●  Stage managers are not expected to provide their own spike tape 

 ●  It can help to think of the stage as a grid, with the centerline at the proscenium or edge 

 of the playing space at 0,0 
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 ●  Make sure to tape out all platforms, stairs, and doorways 

 ○  Include all treads on the stairs, so the cast knows how many steps they have 

 ○  Indicate with an arrow what direction doors open 

 ○  Write or tape out the height of all platforms and stairs 

 ●  Keep tape dashes to about 2 inches or less in length 

 ●  Only 1 to 3 dashes are needed per any given side of a set piece, plus the corners, 

 depending on the length of the piece 

 ○  If it’s a small side of something, says 2 feet or less, only the corner pieces are 

 needed 

 ●  Expect it to take longer than you think 

 ●  It doesn’t have to be perfect! No matter how good your taping is, the actual performance 

 space will always feel different to move around in because everything is 

 three-dimensional now, rather than being two-dimensional and represented by tape. 

 ○  The important thing about taping is that the cast and director has a rough idea of 

 the space 

 ●  Walk through the tape with your cast before or at the start of the first blocking rehearsal 

 If you’re unsure of how to tape or where to start, reach out to the supervising stage managers at 

 emutheatressm@emich.edu  . 

mailto:emutheatressm@emich.edu
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 Protocols & Etiquette 

 The stage manager is the individual who helps to maintain the professional environment 

 needed for a successful production. Eastern Michigan University theatre has standard protocols 

 to maintain a solid and common foundation for different aspects of each production. 

 Headset Etiquette 

 Part of the stage manager’s job is to call the show, and often this is done over headset. 

 Headsets help with overall communication, since they allow the stage manager to communicate 

 with other parts of the stage while up in the booth. Because they play such an important role for 

 the success of a production, establishing headset etiquette early on can help with the overall 

 flow of techweek and performances. 

 Headsets Themselves 

 EMU theatre provides headsets for stage managers, but this is not the case for every 

 theatre out there. Some places may require stage managers to bring their own, or a stage 

 manager might prefer to have their own. Having your own headset has its benefits, such as 

 convenience, health safety, and familiarity. Some headsets can be rather pricey though, 

 depending on the type you get. 

 With EMU headsets, because they are provided by the department and set up by the 

 sound crew, there’s less control over the fit and feel of them, than if a stage manager was to buy 

 their own. Don’t be afraid to adjust the headset if it allows for adjustment. Some people find 

 wearing a hat can help with how they fit if the headset is too wide for their head. 

 You’ll also find a preference for the side of your head the mic is on. Many headsets allow 

 for wear on both sides of the head. Remember that there are times when you’ll have to listen to 

 people on headset and people not on headset at the same time. 
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 Many stage managers keep their all talk (when they don’t have to turn the mic on and 

 off, it’s just on) on when calling shows because there’s often not enough time between cues to 

 turn it off and on. This is personal preference and depends on whatever works best for the stage 

 manager. This ties into the volume of the stage manager. Calling the show should be done in a 

 low voice, almost a whisper, because of the way sound travels from the booth to the house. 

 Proper Use 

 Every stage manager will have slightly different expectations for those on headset, but 

 there are some general expectation the department uses. Don’t be afraid to adjust (within 

 reason) the headset expectations to fit you as a stage manager. You do have to communicate 

 your expectations to your company regardless of what your expectations are, and remember to 

 remind everyone of your expectations at least at the start of Techweek, even if they’ve worked 

 on a show previously. 

 Headset checks are recommended whenever everyone needs to be on headset, so top 

 of performance and rehearsals and when people come back from breaks. Headset checks are 

 when the stage manager asks for every person who is supposed to be on headset to check in to 

 make sure they are on headset when they need to be and to make sure the headsets are 

 working properly. Having a list of everyone on headset can make things easier when worrying 

 about starting the show. A good rule of thumb is to do this ten to fifteen minutes before the 

 house opens, but this is up to the stage manager and whatever works best for the flow of the 

 production. Regardless of when it happens, it typically should be done before the house opens, 

 rather than after the house opens. Once headset check is done, people should stay on headset 

 unless absolutely necessary for them to hop off. 
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 Some people like “quiet time” before the house opens to focus in and get into the 

 performance mental state. It can be at the stage manager's discretion; anywhere between 5 to 

 15 minutes can be good. This isn’t a requirement. 

 Don’t be afraid to establish a casual way to stop conversation that isn’t as final as calling 

 a hold. This can be something as simple as saying “pause.” There are times when you as the 

 stage manager need to make a statement, but do not need to completely stop of the 

 conversation. 

 General Expectations 

 ●  Swearing is not prohibited by the department, so the stage manager can choose if 

 swearing is allowed on headset or not. 

 ○  Most stage managers opt for minimal swearing to be allowed but it should never 

 be aimed at an individual on or off headset. 

 ○  HOWEVER: derogatory and/or offensive language is prohibited and should be 

 avoided at all costs. 

 ●  If someone is not on headset, they should not be talked about in a dismissive, offensive, 

 or gossipy manner. 

 ○  The stage manager must maintain a professional atmosphere, even on headset 

 and even if the conversation is casual. 

 ●  Headset chatter should stop before it’s time to call house to half (preshow cue, right 

 before the show starts). Chatter should not disrupt the flow of the show or stop the stage 

 manager from calling necessary cues. 

 ●  If a standby is called, everyone, except the stage manager, needs to be quiet on 

 headset. 
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 ●  After house opens, everyone should ask “clear” and get the okay from the stage 

 manager before speaking 

 ●  Anyone getting off headset should announce that they’re getting off headset. Best 

 practice is to say their tech element or name and “off headset”. 

 ○  EX “Props, off headset” 

 ○  Saying the tech element or name helps distinguish who is saying what. Voices 

 can be hard to distinguish between over headset. 

 ○  After house opens, asking “clear” should be done before announcing that they’re 

 getting off headset 

 ●  Anyone getting back on headset should announce when they’re back on headset, in a 

 similar manner to announcing when they are getting off. 

 ○  After house opens, asking “clear” should be done before announcing that they’re 

 back on headset 

 Headset Terminology 

 ●  Hold: all movement and talking stops on and offstage to allow things to be fixed or 

 addressed. 

 ○  Explain this to people on and off headset, since people might not have heard it 

 before. People talking and moving on stage while something that is visually on 

 stage is getting adjusted can affect productivity. 

 ●  Warning: a signal given by the stage manager to people when there’s a large gap in 

 cues. 

 ○  This is a courtesy, not a requirement. 

 ○  Typically given a couple pages before the cue it’s there for. 

 ○  EX: “this is a warning for light cue 104 and sound cue F” 
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 ●  Standby: similar to a warning in that its a signal given by the stage manager, but it’s 

 closer to when the cue is happening and acts as “get ready” 

 ○  No one should speak on headset after a standby has been called. 

 ●  Clear: what others on headset ask to make sure there is time to talk. 

 ○  This should always be asked during a run of a show if anyone other than the 

 stage manager wants to talk 

 ○  General chatting shouldn’t happen during the run, so asking if it’s clear should be 

 for emergencies and topics directly related to the production. 

 ●  Go vs G. O.: it's a recommendation to avoid saying “go” unless the stage manager is 

 actually triggering a cue or action. 

 ○  This is just to avoid situations where someone tunes out only to tune in when 

 “go” is said and trigger something they shouldn’t. 

 ○  Best to spell the word in the case that the stage manager isn’t trying to trigger a 

 cue or action. 

 How to Address Headset Etiquette with Company 

 In general, headset etiquette doesn’t need to be addressed with the entire company, but 

 rather just to the individuals on headset. These individuals are typically assistant stage 

 managers, crew leads, spot operators if they are needed, and board operators if they are not 

 also the crew leads. A chat about headset etiquette should take place at the top of Cue to Cue 

 (Q2Q) when everyone is on headset for the first time. Reminders might need to take place 

 throughout techweek and performances; gauge this as necessary. The discussion doesn’t have 

 to be super formal if the stage manager doesn’t want it to be, but it should be something that is 

 taken seriously and is given the proper time to happen. It can be as simple as introducing the 

 conversation as “We’re going to have a brief chat about headset etiquette before we start.” 
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 Email Etiquette for Stage Managers 

 Email is the primary manner of communication between stage managers and every 

 other member of the company. Stage managers need to make sure that they are able to operate 

 their email account, create and send coherent emails, and maintain correspondence. Email 

 means that there is a paper trail that any person can refer back to at any point. Your 

 communication will evolve as you do it more, but it’s best to put as much information in as 

 possible! 

 Language and Presentation 

 It’s important that your emails are coherent and easily read because of how many people 

 come into contact with them. You have to make sure that the 10+ people that will be reading any 

 given email are able to understand what you are telling or asking them. The simple start of email 

 coherence are things like grammar and language. Spellcheck and autocorrect only do so much. 

 Reread your emails before you hit send to ensure that there aren’t any mistyped sections or 

 confusing parts. Sometimes when you type fast, what you’re trying to say isn’t translated into 

 text in a way that makes sense and rereading before you hit send can help avoid this. 

 There are also different ways to present/format your emails. Some people put spaces 

 between their paragraphs to help break up the visuals so the email isn’t an entire block of text. 

 Using italics and bolding can also help break up text in a way that makes it easier to read. Italics 

 and bolding can be used to draw attention to specific information as well, such as dates and 

 times. 

 Another thing to take into consideration when writing your emails is how they will be 

 perceived. Emojis and emoticons are often considered to be unprofessional, as are 

 abbreviations and texting slang. If the personal relationship is there, these can be used but 

 when sending mass emails or emails to individuals you don’t have a personal relationship with, 
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 it’s best to avoid such casual language and such. How people perceive you with impersonal 

 communication like email can affect how they treat you in other aspects as well. 

 The presentation and language of your emails goes a long way towards how your 

 company interacts with the information that you are giving them! 

 Email Signatures 

 Email signatures aren’t a requirement for stage managers at EMU but they are 

 professional and nice to have for a multitude of reasons. There is no one right way of having a 

 signature for your emails and it can be as unique as you’d like. Your signature is, in a way, a 

 reflection of you and how you operate. That being said, consider how things like emojis, quotes, 

 and pictures within your signature will reflect on you as a professional. This doesn’t mean that 

 you can’t include these things, just that you should be mindful of them. 

 Gmail has the option for automatic signature that places it under all emails you create 

 with your gmail account. This automatic signature sometimes only applies to the application you 

 created it on, so if you have an automatic signature on your laptop, it will not translate to the 

 same account on your phone. If this is the case, you just have to create a signature on your 

 phone as well as your laptop. 

 What can be included in your signature: 

 1.  Honorifics 

 2.  First and Last Name 

 3.  Pronouns 

 4.  Role/Job Title 

 5.  Show Name (for Theatre specific signatures) 

 6.  Contact information: Email/Phone Number 

 An Example: 

 Halle Stiverson 

 (she her, hers) 

 Stage Manager, 9 to 5 the Musical 

 Theatre Department 

 Eastern Michigan University 

 hstivers@emich.edu 
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 How to create an automatic signature of Gmail: 

 1.  Select Settings (gear symbol on the top right side of the screen) 

 2.  Select “See All Settings” 

 3.  Scroll down the General settings, almost to the very bottom, to the section that’s called 

 “Signatures” 

 4.  Select the “+ Create new” button 

 5.  Name new signature - EX: work signature 

 6.  Type out your desired Signature 

 Links & Attachment 

 As the Stage Manager, you will email out a lot of information, and much of it will come in 

 the forms of URL links and attachments. There are certain ways to present these that can help 

 with visibility and comprehension. 

 Rehearsal, Performance, & Meeting Reports 

 Your reports should be attached as a PDF (and a word document) and also in the body 

 of the email, plus having the original google doc in the show folder tied to your show. One way 

 of having it within your email is placing it below your signature (see above section on 

 signatures) so the entirety of your typed email is above the report itself and your report isn’t 

 before your signature. This also means that anything of note that is in your email body 

 (reminders, dates and/or times of events, questions, etc) is in a place they’ll be more prone to 

 see it. A downside to this is that people might not scroll all the way down to the entirety of the 

 report. 

 Another way is to place it after the body of your email but before your signature. This 

 inserts the report in a place that helps guarantee individuals will read the report itself. A 
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 downside to this is that if you put anything after the report, it might be missed, even if it’s just 

 your signature. 

 No matter where in your email the report gets put, the entirety of the report should be 

 within the email itself somewhere, as well as attached. Every individual who receives the report 

 should read it entirely, even tech elements that aren’t directly related to them. 

 You should also note things in your report within the body of your email, especially if 

 there are things in one tech element that directly affect another. For example: a lamp would be 

 pulled by props but wired by lighting or a shawl would come from and be arranged by costumes 

 but handled by props during performances. 

 URL/HyperLinks - Google Forms, Zoom, etc 

 URLs/Hyperlinks have gained more and more popularity for stage managers over the 

 years, especially with the pandemic and the shift into the virtual world. When placing links into 

 the body of your email, it’s best to label in some way what each link is for. 

 EXAMPLE:  Health Form - www.examplelink.com 

 A recommendation is to place the URL or link outside of a paragraph so it doesn’t get 

 buried inside the rest of the text or read over. You want your URL/hyperlinks to be as visible as 

 possible so you and your production staff get all the information needed. 

 Calendars, Scripts, & General Attachments 

 In general, if you are attaching documents, it’s best to put in the body of the email 

 somewhere saying what you’ve attached. It can be as simple as “I’ve attached the production 

 calendar below as a PDF.” You can explain as necessary within your email but acknowledging 

 attachments in the body of your email can help make sure they aren’t missed or if someone is 
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 new and hasn’t interacted with certain paperwork before, they can get more exposure to it. 

 Typing it out in the body of your email also makes sure you don’t forget to attach it yourself. 

 If you use gmail, it also has a process that if you place the words ‘attached’ in the body 

 of your email but don’t attach a file, gmail will flag the email when you hit send so you have a 

 chance to fix it. 

 Response Time 

 Response time is something that happens on both sides of the coin, as the sender and 

 as the receiver. A good rule of thumb is 48 hours or two business days.  As a stage manager, 

 it’s important to come to response time with grace but professionalism. Everyone working on a 

 show has lives outside of the theatre and things happen, but regardless of this, the show must 

 stay on schedule. 

 Additionally, it’s important for the stage manager to check their email regularly; at least a 

 couple times a day. As the central hub of communication, all information will be filtered through 

 the stage manager. The 48 hour timeframe applies to stage managers in this regard to, but a 24 

 hour or less would be even better. 

 There is a reality in the fact that sometimes people won’t respond to your emails. This is 

 a situation that needs to be handled with professionalism. Sometimes it’s easier to talk about 

 things in person, if able. One way to combat this is to put a gentle reminder into your emails. 

 This can be as simple as saying something like “Please respond as soon as you can” or 

 “Communication seems to be lacking a bit. To counteract this, please take the time to respond 

 to emails as soon as you can.” Another way to combat lack of response is to put deadlines 

 within your emails. This looks like “Please respond by 5pm on Friday March 5.” If people 

 question these timeframes, feel free to explain the reasoning behind it. 
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 Intimacy Protocol for Stage Managers 

 Handling intimacy on stage as a stage manager can be an interesting, or even awkward, 

 experience, just because of the nature of it. It’s important to maintain a professional atmosphere 

 for the entire rehearsal because intimacy scenes can be very vulnerable and intense for the 

 people involved in them. 

 What is Intimacy for the Stage? 

 Intimacy for the stage is the performance of physical and/or imaginative touch, or sexual 

 violence between actors, as a moment of intimate contact. These moments may include but 

 aren’t limited to: 

 ●  Kissing 

 ●  Intimate Touch 

 ●  Imaginative or implied intimate moments - actors are asked to portray moments 

 of romantic chemistry between character but physical touch isn’t needed 

 ●  Violent touch that is interpreted as an abusive physical, sexual, and/or mental act 

 ●  Imaginative or implied violent moments - violent sexually and/or mentally abusive 

 behavior is portrayed but physical touch doesn’t occur 

 Nudity falls under the umbrella for intimacy on stage but involves the exposure of any 

 performer’s breast, buttocks, and/or pelvic/genital area. 

 Consent, boundaries, and environment play a key role in staging intimacy because 

 performing these scenes can feel similar to actually experiencing those situations and the actors 

 should be safe, mentally and physically, performing them. 
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 What is Consent? 

 Consent is defined as “permission for something to happen or agreement to do 

 something.” Follow FRIES for understanding consent. 

 Consent is  … 

 ●  Freely Given.  The decision to do staged intimacy should  be made without 

 pressure, force, or manipulation. 

 ●  Reversible.  Anyone can change their mind about what  they want or are willing to 

 do. 

 ●  Informed.  Actors should be informed of staged intimacy  or nudity before they are 

 casted in the role. 

 ●  Enthusiastic.  Actors should be comfortable with the  intimacy and nudity. 

 ●  Specific.  Similar to informed, any intimacy and nudity  should be specific in the 

 description and in the blocking/staging. 

 What are Intimacy Choreographers/Directors? 

 Intimacy choreographers, or directors, are individuals who are trained in choreographing 

 and directing scenes that involve intimacy, so the scenes entail what they need to while 

 ensuring that actors’ consent and safety are respected. Intimacy coordinators stage intimacy for 

 film and television. The choreography they provide makes sure that every movement involved in 

 the scene is explicitly staged and agreed upon, down to the placement of actors hands and 

 breath. They’re a fairly new thing for the theatre and film industries, and some individuals think 

 they aren’t necessary. Overall, there is a push to make intimacy coordination the norm. 

 The intimacy choreographer should discuss a boundary establishment system with the 

 actors where the actors identify areas of the body that are off-limits to touch. 
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 Not all scenes including actions defined as stage intimacy will necessarily need an 

 intimacy choreographer, but they should be staged regardless.. For example, a quick peck on 

 the cheek or lips. 

 General Protocol for EMU Theatre 

 For General Intimacy: 

 ●  An initial intimacy blocking rehearsal should be scheduled to start establishing consent 

 and trust, and get the basic movement down 

 ○  The only people who should be in this initial rehearsal are the actor(s) directly 

 doing the intimacy, the director, the intimacy coordinator, and the stage 

 management team. 

 ■  Potentially only the stage manager, without the assistant stage managers, 

 depending on the scene 

 ○  This is a closed rehearsal, meaning that production staff and actors not explicitly 

 involved in the scene cannot sit in. 

 ○  The Intimacy coordinator will generally run the rehearsal. 

 ●  Record all blocking as choreography, include hand placements, timing of actions, and 

 other details. 

 ○  These details should be choreographed and remain as choreographed for the 

 run of the show. 

 ○  Stick to desexualized language for general blocking that is involved in the scene. 

 ●  Employ a ‘self-care’ cue for the production, which is a word or phrase that anyone can 

 say to ‘hold’ a rehearsal during an intimate moment so physical or mental stress can be 

 addressed. This should be a word or phrase other than ‘hold.’ 

 ○  Example word - ‘button’ 
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 ●  (As needed) Intimacy Calls prior to shows: check in with actors and address if the 

 choreography has changed, needs a brush up, or is complicated. 

 ○  When these happen exactly depends on the need of the show. It might be right at 

 the top of the night or 30 minutes before the house opens. 

 ○  Intimacy calls are not a requirement but are rather done on a ‘as needed’ basis. If 

 actors are feeling unsure, uncomfortable, or request it, or if the choreography 

 was changed during a previous run, an intimacy call should be done. 

 ■  If there’s violence in the intimate scene, consider running that portion of 

 the scene on a regular basis, like a fight call. 

 For Nudity: 

 ●  Nudity for a show is justified and approved by the department before auditions and any 

 requirements for nudity must be clearly marked on audition information. 

 ●  Only individuals who are 18 years or older may be considered for the role. 

 ●  An additional closed audition (involving only a skeletal production staff) may be 

 scheduled when the use of nudity has been approved for the production. 

 ●  An initial blocking rehearsal should be scheduled to start establishing consent and trust 

 and get the basic movement down. 

 ○  The only people who should be in this initial rehearsal are the actor(s) directly 

 involved in the action, the director, the intimacy coordinator, and the stage 

 management team. 

 ■  Potentially only the stage manager, without the assistant stage managers, 

 depending on the scene 

 ○  This is a closed rehearsal, meaning that production staff and actors not explicitly 

 involved in the scene cannot sit in. 
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 ○  The Intimacy coordinator will generally run the rehearsal. 

 ●  Record all blocking as choreography, include hand placements, timing of actions, and 

 other details. 

 ○  These details should be choreographed and remain as choreographed for the 

 run of the show. 

 ○  Stick to desexualized language for general blocking that is involved in the scene. 

 ●  Allow actors to determine the degree of exposure/nudity they are comfortable with 

 through the rehearsal process until dress rehearsals. 

 ●  Employ a ‘self-care’ cue for the production, which is a word or phrase that anyone can 

 say to ‘hold’ a rehearsal during an intimate moment so physical or mental stress can be 

 addressed. This should be a word or phrase other than ‘hold.’ 

 ○  Example word - ‘button’ 

 ●  (As needed) Intimacy calls prior to shows: check in with actors and address any changes 

 in the choreography, to make sure the scene stays as choreographed. 

 ○  These happen in street clothes, never with any of the nudity required for the 

 performance. 

 ○  When these happen exactly depends on the need of the show. It might be right at 

 the top of the night or 30 minutes before the house opens. 

 ○  Intimacy calls are not a requirement but are rather done on a ‘as needed’ basis. If 

 actors are feeling unsure, uncomfortable, or request it, or if the choreography 

 was changed during a previous run, an intimacy call should be done. 

 ■  If there’s violence in the intimate scene, consider running that portion of 

 the scene on a regular basis, like a fight call. 
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 Tips & Reminders 

 ●  Maintain a professional and emotionless environment for those who are ‘off stage.’ 

 Sometimes when people feel awkward or uncomfortable they might laugh, make faces, 

 etc as a reflex. These should be avoided to maintain a safe environment. 

 ●  Identify scenes that might need intimacy choreography and bring them up early on in the 

 process. 

 ○  Have a conversation with your director if there is a scene that perhaps could use 

 intimacy choreography from someone trained in it before its time to block that 

 scene. 

 ●  Actors should never be directed to “go figure it out” without guidance from the director or 

 intimacy choreographer with any type of intimacy scene. 

 ●  Check in with your actors to make sure they are comfortable during rehearsals, 

 techweek, and performances. 

 ●  Encourage the production team to use anatomical language when referring to body parts 

 and refer to scenes by act and scene number, rather than by nicknames or other terms. 

 ●  Any comments or opinions by production staff on intimate scenes should be made to the 

 director or choreographer directly. 

 ●  Educate everyone in the production as to how, when, and where to report an issue 

 should one arise. If they aren’t comfortable talking to the choreographer, director, or 

 stage manager (you), direct them to speak with Pam Cardell. 
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 Want to learn more about Intimacy Choreography? 

 Workshops/Certifications: 

 Many of the workshops and certification classes are offered in person and online, but they do 

 cost money. Don’t be afraid to research intimacy choreography and the practices used, or talk to 

 the individuals in the department who have training in it, if you have questions. 

 ●  Theatrical Intimacy Education (TIE): 

 https://www.theatricalintimacyed.com/workshops-digital 

 ○  There is a basic workshop called Best Practices that is a prerequisite for all their 

 other workshops. They have one that is for stage managers specifically. 

 ●  Intimacy Directors & Coordinators:  https://www.idcprofessionals.com/ 

 Reading: 

 ●  Staging Sex: Best Practices, tools, and Techniques for Theatrical Intimacy  by Chelsea 

 Pace; ISBN: 978-1138596498. 

 ●  Supporting Staged Intimacy  by Alexis Black & Tina  M. Newhauser; ISBN: 

 978-1032072081. 

 ●  “The Journal of Consent-Based Performance” -  https://www.journalcbp.com/ 

https://www.theatricalintimacyed.com/workshops-digital
https://www.idcprofessionals.com/
https://www.journalcbp.com/
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 Strike Protocol for Stage Managers 

 Strike is required for all cast and crew, and should be communicated to the company at 

 the start of the production process. The stage management team is in attendance, but has their 

 own duties to complete during strike that are separate from the tear down of the set and 

 equipment. 

 General Strike Information 

 ●  Strike is run by the technical director, not the stage manager. 

 ○  The technical director is the one who oversees strike, assigns roles, and releases 

 everyone. 

 ○  No one is allowed to leave until the technical director releases them. 

 ●  Strike starts an hour after the final performance. 

 ○  The hour is to allow the company a break to eat and rest before strike starts. 

 ●  Everyone must sign in at the top of strike and meet in the house of the theatre. 

 ●  There is a safety talk at the top of strike that is given by the technical director, with the 

 stage manager supplementing information as needed or directed by the technical 

 director. 

 ●  Strike lasts for 4 hours, starting when everyone returns from the break. 

 ○  People should expect to be there the entire time. While some strikes may end 

 early, there’s no guarantee. 

 ○  Company members of the production must sign out with the stage manager at 

 the end of strike. 

 ○  APO students & shop staff may join strike but do not sign out with the stage 

 manager; they sign out with the sign out sheet on the shop computer. 
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 Stage Management Strike Duties: 

 ●  Remove all spike tape from the stage and rehearsal space(s) 

 ○  Best to do this at the top of strike 

 ●  Remove the tape from the phone holder 

 ●  Remove any personal items from the booth and/or backstage area 

 ●  Remove SM kit from backstage area if it’s a personal kit; if it’s a borrowed/department 

 kit, make a list of items needed for restock 

 ●  Tidy up the sign in area (the top of the stairwell to the costume shop) 

 ●  Take down all schedules, run sheets, tech tracking, etc that are posted backstage, in/by 

 the dressing rooms, and rehearsal space(s) 

 ●  Make sure rehearsal spaces are clean & ready for others to use 

 ○  This might include things like sweeping and returning furniture to rightful places 

 ●  If scripts/librettos are rented - erase all writing in them & return them to the theatre office 

 ●  Clear prompt books of confidential information (contact sheet, health forms, etc) and 

 shred this information. 

 ●  Return stage manager’s keys to 103 & sign them back in after locking up as needed 

 Stage Manager specific: 

 ●  Fill out injury reports forms if necessary 

 ●  Help oversee strike and traffic control (see Stage Manager’s Role) 

 ●  Sign people out at the end of strike (see Signing People Out) 

 Stage Manager’s Role 

 The first thing the stage manager does, assisted by ASMs, is work through the stage 

 management strike duties list. After the list of duties is completed, the SM team should return to 

 backstage. This is when the stage manager focuses on overseeing & traffic control. If the stage 
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 manager would like to help with taking down the set and tech elements, they can, but they aren’t 

 required to. 

 Overseeing and traffic control means guiding people who don’t have a task to find a 

 person who can assign them one; often that person is the technical director but it might be 

 another faculty member, a crew lead, or a shop employee. It also means making sure no one is 

 idle for too long. It’s a long day and people often find places to sit undisturbed in the dressing 

 rooms/costume shop or in the lobby. Everything goes faster if more people help. Guide these 

 people backstage and get them started on other tasks. Other parts of this role include preparing 

 to sign people out, prepping for post mortem, finishing up reports & paperwork for the show, and 

 filling out any injury reports that are needed. 

 Reminders: 

 ●  The stage manager should be an active presence backstage during strike, which means 

 that they are interacting and checking in with people. 

 ●  Have injury report forms on hand 

 ○  Accidents happen and there are a lot of moving parts to strike. 

 ○  Take appropriate action for whatever happens; the technical director and faculty 

 will also be there to help with any injuries that might occur. 

 ●  Costume crew has their own strike protocol that is dictated by the costume shop 

 supervisor and the costume designer; they don’t typically join the set tear down. 

 ●  The stage manager cannot officially release people; everyone must be released by the 

 technical director, including the stage management team. 

 Assistant Stage Managers’ Roles 

 As with the rest of the process, the assistant stage manager(s) help the stage manager 

 get through the list of stage management strike duties first. After those duties are done, the 
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 stage management team should return backstage. At this point, assistant stage managers are 

 able to help with taking down the set and tech elements if needed. They can also help the stage 

 manager with overseeing and traffic control as necessary. If there is no way for them to help 

 without getting in the way, they can be released early. This is to be done with the permission of 

 the technical director. 

 Signing People Out 

 A big part of what the stage manager does to help end strike is making sure everyone 

 signs out at the end of strike. If people do not sign out, they will not get credit for whatever work 

 they did. People are often released at different times, depending on their crew and the needs of 

 strike, so it’s best to have your digital sign out sheet prepared ahead of time or well before strike 

 is wrapping up. There is a template for strike sign out tracker located  here  . If making a sign out 

 sheet that’s different from the template, please make sure to use google sheets or an excel 

 sheet that has everyone’s first name, last name, and EID number. Please place their first name 

 and last name in different cells. Your strike sign out sheet should always be digital! 

 After strike has been completed and everyone has signed out with the stage manager, 

 the sign out sheet should be promptly sent to the Asst. Managing Director, Pam Cardell, at 

 pcardell@emich.edu  .  Share or send the actual sheet,  not a pdf. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/1/d/1dNyD74YfuKcGaHTsm671q_2iWx4Y-hG24ejgui8RLGw/copy
mailto:pcardell@emich.edu
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 Musicals 

 In general, stage managing musicals is very similar to straight plays, in that the stage 

 manager’s role and tasks remain the same. Musicals are still a little different in demands, and 

 depending on the show, can require more elements than a straight play. 

 Additional Elements 

 Librettos 

 Musicals have librettos, which contain the script and the music for the show. Typically 

 they are rented, which means that cast members can only write in pencil or erasable pens, 

 rather than normal pens or highlighters which are permanent. All marks must be erased from 

 the librettos and they are returned to the theatre office during strike. 

 Sitzprobe 

 Sitzprobe is the first run through with the pit or orchestra. This is typically scheduled by 

 the music director, based on the musicians’ availability. It often doesn’t follow the same break 

 schedule, but rather focuses on getting everyone in and out in a timely manner. The music 

 director might prefer to just have the cast sing, rather than actually act out the entire show. 

 Sound crew will also attend to set up microphones and the pit. 

 The stage manager should check in with the music director before sitzprobe to see what 

 will be needed and get a rough idea of the schedule. 

 Microphones & Mic Packs 

 At EMU, straight plays don’t typically get microphones, but musicals do. Having mics 

 means that there needs to be time allotted before rehearsals and performances for mics and 

 mic packs to be placed and for a sound check. Sound crew handles getting mics and mic packs 
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 prepped and put on actors. Any needs related to microphones should be discussed early on 

 during production meetings. 

 Choreography/Choreographer 

 Choreography is the biggest difference between straight play and musicals during the 

 rehearsal period. Some straight plays might need choreography but it is the backbone of 

 musical theatre. These are staged dances that are blocked during rehearsals, often with the 

 help of a choreographer. The stage manager should take blocking notes for choreography the 

 same way they would for straight blocking. 

 Music Director 

 The music director handles the music side of the show, working with the actors on their 

 music and acting as an accompanist during rehearsals and performances. They can often have 

 the same amount of influence as the director. They should be cc’d on similar emails as the 

 director and included in meetings. 

 A1/Mixer 

 The mixer, also called the A1, handles the volume of the cast during performances, aka 

 handling the live mixing, as well as muting/unmuting the microphones as necessary. They are 

 separate from the sound crew lead, and often won’t be on headset. The muting/unmuting 

 microphones is not something that is typically called by the stage manager. They will stay in the 

 sound booth with the sound crew lead, but because they are handling the mixer, they aren’t 

 typically the person pressing go. They also don’t typically need to attend production meetings, 

 because they are more in line with crew members. 
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 Rehearsal Schedule 

 Musicals, at EMU, get an extra week of rehearsal to account for the choreography and 

 music that is needed to be taught. Straight plays are given four weeks of rehearsals while 

 musicals are given five weeks. The start date for rehearsals is based off of opening night. 

 Music Rehearsals vs Blocking Rehearsals 

 Typically the director decides what the rehearsal schedule is and what is being worked 

 on when. With musicals, there will be music rehearsals and blocking rehearsals, or rehearsals 

 that have time allotted for both. Music rehearsals focus on learning and running the music, while 

 blocking rehearsals focus on getting the show on its feet with movement. Blocking rehearsals 

 will typically include both regular blocking and choreography. 

 Cues: Triggered by Music Director or Called by the SM 

 For musical performances, there are often cues that are based on the music, which 

 might be triggered by the music director, rather than called by the stage manager. Any cues that 

 are triggered by the music director without the stage manager calling them should be discussed 

 during production meetings and/or papertech. 

 Differences with Pre Show 

 There are a couple additions with the pre show of musical performances. These include 

 the sound check to make sure the microphones are working properly before the house opens. 

 Sound checks should be tentatively scheduled before the house opens; the best time for them 

 will depend on the needs of the show. If there is intense choreography, a dance call might be 

 needed to run that portion. A dance captain will run these. The pit also typically needs a warm 

 up cue before the show begins; at EMU it’s typically 5 minutes before the show starts. 
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 Blocking for Musicals 

 For scenes in a musical, the blocking is the same as straight plays. For the music 

 numbers with choreography, it can get a bit daunting. Many musicals are fast paced and have a 

 lot of choreography. 

 Blocking Tips: 

 ●  Dance is typically done in sets of 8 counts, with the music. 

 ●  Use terms that the choreographer or director uses to describe dance moves and actions 

 ○  Specific terms that are used to describe these are often remembered 

 ○  EX: ensemble mimes “morning routines” 

 ●  Don’t be afraid to ask for a moment to write or for clarification on a movement 

 ●  If there’s a complicated section of choreography, ask the director if you can record it and 

 share it with the cast 

 ●  Don’t give up! 

 ○  Try not to ever stop taking blocking notes completely. Get what you can get down 

 when you can get it down, and then go back and fill in what you missed. 

 ○  Stopping note taking completely can make it harder to catch up 

 ●  Continually update your blocking notes as things are changed or refined 

 ●  Continually check your blocking notes, even if nothing has changed! 

 ●  List of common dance moves available  here  and on page  64 

 General Tips 

 ●  Find a recording of the music that works for the director and choreographer to use when 

 the music accompanist is not going to be at blocking rehearsals. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1voK_elzT5nxwI04CP0dMg4I8Z0OY9V3-/view?usp=sharing
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 ○  Many shows have recordings, either of entire show or individual songs, that are 

 available on youtube 

 ○  Have the recording ready before the first rehearsal 

 ●  Have a speaker prepared to use with the recording for blocking rehearsals. 

 ○  There is one available in the theatre office. Ask the office staff to use it. 

 ●  The music director might provide rehearsal tracks to use instead of the recording! 

 ●  The stage manager does not typically have to worry about the musicians at EMU. 

 Professional musicians are hired on, many of whom are unionized. They have a much 

 later call time than students do and are under the direction of the music director. 

 ●  Communicate with the music director and choreographer(s) as much as anyone else on 

 the production staff. Depending on the director, they may be as influential as the director. 
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 Dance Moves & Terminology 

 These are a couple common dance moves and terminology that might be needed for blocking 

 that includes dancing/choreography. They will be needed more often for musicals than straight 

 plays. 

 ●  3-step turn 

 ○  Taking three consecutive steps while turning in one direction 

 ○  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=btowvNYAsyU 

 ●  Axel Turn 

 ○  A spinning rotation with a knee bend and a kick in the air, both legs together on 

 the ground 

 ○  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0FXlfD6BHU&list=PLF6166F725D8AA1DE 

 &index=3 

 ●  Ball Change 

 ○  A partial weight transfer on the ball of the foot, then the other foot takes a step 

 ○  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kklPHWBatoQ 

 ●  Bell Kicks 

 ○  Clicking of the heels together while in the air 

 ○  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmeC2Djs63o 

 ●  Box Step/Jazz Square 

 ○  A dance step consisting of a step forward followed by a step across and then two 

 steps back. All steps form a sort of box shape once completed. 

 ○  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHoHqEdMY1Q 

 ●  Chasse 

 ○  Gliding pattern of step-together-step. Can be ballet based or jazz based 

 ○  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HjOd-2g508k 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=btowvNYAsyU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0FXlfD6BHU&list=PLF6166F725D8AA1DE&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0FXlfD6BHU&list=PLF6166F725D8AA1DE&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kklPHWBatoQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pmeC2Djs63o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHoHqEdMY1Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HjOd-2g508k
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 ●  Fan Kick 

 ○  Bringing the leg up, around in a fan shape, and then back down again 

 ○  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uv4rtUf1CRA&list=PLF6166F725D8AA1DE&i 

 ndex=8 

 ●  Grapevine 

 ○  Side step, other leg goes behind, stepping with first foot again, then feet together 

 ○  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1BESmZUXIJs 

 ●  Isolation 

 ○  Moving on part of the body without moving any other parts 

 ●  Mark or Marking 

 ○  Doing choreography with less energy, typically to practice musicality and timing 

 ●  Pirouette 

 ○  Turning on one foot while the other leg is bent 

 ○  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fm-XZCi9skQ 

 ●  Pivot Turn 

 ○  One steps in front and then the body turns (without replacing or moving the feet) 

 to face the opposite direction 

 ○  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9vDjTBu9g6o 

 ●  Jazz Hands 

 ○  Fingers are spread and then shaken or pivoted rapidly with loads of energy 

 ○  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwCUE9BAU6M 

 ●  Kick Ball Change 

 ○  Kick with one leg forward followed by two quick changes of weight from one back 

 of the foot to another 

 ○  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSed19WZnM8 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uv4rtUf1CRA&list=PLF6166F725D8AA1DE&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uv4rtUf1CRA&list=PLF6166F725D8AA1DE&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1BESmZUXIJs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fm-XZCi9skQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9vDjTBu9g6o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wwCUE9BAU6M
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSed19WZnM8
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 ●  Opposition 

 ○  Natural movement of the arms while dancing. The arms are most often in the 

 opposite direction of the feet or legs. 

 ●  Pas de Bourree 

 ○  3 part step from ballet, but there is a jazz version. Can be used as a traveling 

 step and used in place. Like a backward box step. Step back with your right foot 

 behind your left. Step out to the side with your left foot. Step forward with your 

 right. Keep repeating: back-side-front. 

 ○  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0ygXtimnPs 

 ●  Passe 

 ○  Bring the knee up to create a triangle. Can be either to the side or forward. 

 ○  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_SPoAMsBFE&list=PLF6166F725D8AA1D 

 E&index=2 

 ●  Pivot Turn 

 ○  Rotating your body without traveling. Taking a step to place feet and then pivoting 

 ○  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5CxMKEx6bZo 

 ●  Shimmy 

 ○  Shoulder shaking, alternating in a rapid motion 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0ygXtimnPs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_SPoAMsBFE&list=PLF6166F725D8AA1DE&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_SPoAMsBFE&list=PLF6166F725D8AA1DE&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5CxMKEx6bZo
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 SECTION 3: PAPERWORK 

 A larger portion of what a stage manager does is creating and maintaining different types 

 of paperwork. These include reports from rehearsals and meetings, taking blocking notes, and 

 tracking tech elements. Applications like Google Docs/Word and Google Sheets/Excel are 

 recommended for paperwork creation. 

 Blocking Sheets 

 ●  Google Sheets - Blocking Sheet 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

 ●  Google Slides - Blocking Sheet (various types) 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

 ●  Virtual Blocking Sheet 

 ○  This blocking sheet is used for virtual production. It is intended to track the 

 movement of video feeds, rather than the movement of actors. 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

 Calendars/Schedules 

 ●  Calendars can be presented in monthly, weekly, and daily formats. Monthly is good for 

 production and rehearsal calendars. Weekly can be used for events like rehearsals and 

 tech week, where there is a lot happening in one day. Daily is also good for long 

 rehearsals, tech week, and performances. 

 ●  Templates: 

 ○  Google Docs - Monthly Calendar template available  here  . 

 ○  Google Sheets - Monthly/Weekly/Daily Calendar template available  here  . 

 ○  Google Docs - Weekly Calendar 1 template available  here  . 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/13l4cN0pTbuxDfJgJebzitRpQwNzrPo1OnMxGvO1K63U/copy
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15c-C0cIbz2Ek7o1-Bp6lY5R9MpnNJVOqrifoi73EqFU/copy
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1mQvJiKuCd3fdxwvE9KRHWJDvORJhCxXukHrGYneZa0M/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1vBAkMD4GFOVPac4L-pkM-ZhUDX7vGPtjCbYlZ-6g9P8/copy
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DQ3Uiuix8NWKtuAyF22E-yK4Wc4Q4J88SsqAzZ7sap0/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1PvbhKI8LaLrlyWoArbuj3znluWe7gAUAjbNvXQVGhOg/copy
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 ○  Google Docs - Weekly Calendar 2 template available  here  . 

 ○  Techweek/Performance Schedule Template available  here  . 

 ●  Examples: 

 ○  Season Calendar Example  here  . 

 ○  Techweek and Performance Schedules Example  here  . 

 General 

 ●  Injury Report Form 

 ○  A printed copy of this form should be filled out every time a company member 

 injuries themselves. No field on the form should be empty. After the form is filled 

 out, it should be given to the assistant director of theatre, Pam Cardell 

 ○  PDF available  here  . 

 ●  Line Note Form 

 ○  These are typically printed and are used after the off book date to track which 

 lines actors are getting wrong. Line notes can be taken digitally as well. On the 

 template, C stands for called, P stands for paraphrased, and S stands for 

 skipped. The forms should be given to the actors at the end of every rehearsal. 

 ○  PDF of printable form available  here  . 

 ●  Program Copy Info 

 ○  This is all of the information needed for the program. The stage manager gathers 

 all of the information and sends it to the assistant director of theatre, Pam 

 Cardell, before Cue to Cue. Pam will make a test copy during techweek that 

 everyone will check for errors and then initial next to their name if everything is 

 correct. 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1jDgOODYI5C__QHNubfIi3IlivJTo_sc1ezNhPSH5lAY/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VaU-S9sWqki4JTSQA-oyTNYW7sA_FNp6Ppa9tn7y5eU/copy
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JNI45gpJ0V6o-Dlpc2A7MnUD2nlXaS9w/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rfYpqwNGIZoaS7BfCpq_sUpARYaD2Icw/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jQEDp_EojRgphZFmfmljAm4Hf4fpDmlX/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XddKP97XMtA9fbnBFc6dnCz8_E8INu-8/view?usp=share_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/12sUB-NblEUEHWKb3rDhGcuOekvHsfuKbpQ0PTAkC_fA/copy
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 Related to Company 

 ●  Cast Conflicts Tracker 

 ○  Sometimes this isn’t necessary, but this tracker makes note of all cast conflicts. 

 The best time to create this is before callbacks, with everyone who has been 

 called back. Conflicts can sometimes play a part in who is casted. 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

 ●  Cast Welcome Email 

 ○  The cast should receive a welcome email of some kind with the rehearsal 

 schedule and other important info. It can also include the google forms that are 

 required for actors to fill out. The crew should receive a similar email. 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

 ○  Example available  here  . 

 ●  Company Forms Tracking 

 ○  This is not a necessary tracker to make but it can make the stage manager’s life 

 easier. There are multiple forms that company members are expected to fill out, 

 with some that are for crew only and ones that are for cast only. These are all 

 google forms now, and are created by the supervising stage manager(s). The 

 tracker tracks what forms are filled out by each company member. 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

 ●  Company Sign In Sheet 

 ○  The company sign in sheet is used for tech week and performances. All students 

 are required to sign in upon arrival. The sign in sheet should be posted in the 

 backstage alcove to the costume shop. 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1sG0o82Mq0iByH9UDrals70-tzgPYpTNm6SPlxo99DzU/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l4lgSFkIWhItfCHVjPyflkdkHx76y6eD4mKSC8ZBgQE/copy
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BQc0XqPsXPoGb8I7bvOGOfnbMD8M5iBl/view?usp=share_link
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1PTengBEvBOEg6-cQ1tZHY11NvFQg8rnP7bzuYqZpg8I/copy
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1XGE6HDd2FI11StaYIgG35WQm1bH-7p0Z8j9zY_NC1_U/copy
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 ●  Mainstage Techweek Email 

 ○  It is recommended to send out an email to the entire company going over 

 schedules and expectations for techweek. 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

 ○  Example available  here  . 

 ●  Script Sign Out Sheet 

 ○  The scripts and librettos for all mainstage and most second stage shows are 

 delivered to the theatre office and numbered. All cast members should pick up 

 their script/libretto and sign it out on the sign in sheet. The sign in sheet can 

 easily be made by hand, but a printed version works too. 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

 ●  Strike Sign Out Sheet 

 ○  Mentioned in the strike protocol, the sign out sheet is maintained by the stage 

 manager and every company member needs to sign out with their first and last 

 name and EID number at the end of Strike. The sign out sheet should always be 

 digital. After everyone has signed out, the sheet is emailed to Pam Cardell. 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

 Reports 

 ●  Auditions (& Callbacks) Reports 

 ○  The auditions and callbacks reports track who attended both and anything that 

 arises during them. 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

 ●  Concept Meeting Report 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SyP8TUadb1cuDyvponLdD_bDUlvzvfrOQjIbzzlRO7Y/copy
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13_IjIAL3rEi1y9dZtXc3FhYw-AZNduVx/view?usp=share_link
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1mgHXj5DDJjK276D4Of_ZG3vIWnGD7Mv_m5IALSm_Qkc/copy
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1dNyD74YfuKcGaHTsm671q_2iWx4Y-hG24ejgui8RLGw/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Gv7Je06AEQS9UtPFQ_ZVf-5iWxj7ZuiRwxrAhyt28YU/copy
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 ○  The concept meeting is the first initial meeting at the very start of the 

 pre-production phase. It doesn’t have to have a separate report format/title, but it 

 can if desired. 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

 ●  Performance Reports 

 ○  Every performance should have a report that tracks the house count, anything 

 that went wrong, was different, or was broken/fixed during the performance, and 

 any other nightly information. It’s sent out to the production staff at the end of 

 every night. 

 ○  Template 1 available  here  . 

 ○  Template 2 available  here  . 

 ●  Post Mortem Report 

 ○  The post mortem meeting is the final meeting of the production, and at Eastern 

 Michigan University, includes an actor representative. 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

 ●  Recording Reports 

 ○  Recording reports are for virtual production that are recorded instead of 

 presented to a live audience. They were more relevant during the height of the 

 pandemic. 

 ○  Template 1 available  here  . 

 ○  Template 2 available  here  . 

 ●  Rehearsal/Production Meeting Reports 

 ○  Rehearsals and production meetings should have reports that are sent out to the 

 production staff after one. Rehearsal reports should track every technical 

 element, injury, and general notes that the production staff should know. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SI7z0EqIeOSeIHZ3lmDrplxzbvG_u7KuvjrPaYE-CFA/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1l_0h5rr-OHpFs-R6aw2_4XPSU7jl06ekEDh4JXZTzsg/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1v7cQr0L3VrkuYi9oK_shZPLMr4gxk52nvkS5T-FscRQ/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uOpehjaNDdG_YWMIzgMzFpe4ukInCxynuTcGUbqX5yc/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ji0txIUUDj8m95UdB_jdIgBQhGiXTl1JX5jCaNxHkZw/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uv_cMXmTGJ6v8DhAy07njqwmSNMGwWekUaC0VPaWu5w/copy
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 Rehearsal reports should never be empty. Performance reports should record 

 everything that is said during the meetings. 

 ○  Template 1 available  here  . 

 ○  Template 2 available  here  . 

 ●  Tech Week Rehearsal Report 

 ○  Tech week rehearsals do not necessarily need their own report format. They are 

 similar to rehearsal reports and production meeting reports, and are utilized for 

 cue to cue and tech week. 

 ○  Template 1 available  here  . 

 ○  Template 2 available  here  . 

 Tech Tracking 

 ●  Character Per Scene Breakdown 

 ○  The character per scene breakdown tracks when characters enter and exit each 

 scene. It’s typically made during the pre-production phase. It’s very similar to 

 costume tracking. 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

 ●  Costume Pieces Checklist 

 ○  The costume pieces checklist tracks each individual costume piece. This is 

 typically the costume crew job and not something the stage manager needs to 

 do, but it might be beneficial depending on the show. 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

 ●  Costume Tracking 

 ○  Costume tracking is something that is done during the pre-production and 

 rehearsal phases and is typically done by an assistant stage manager if there is 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/11ma1sD4x7LAU1ite8Ce19bYHAzJBvy9tsU52i72v65o/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LBE2IuLup3PMjxVjg7ZEvntcOmiTUCnT8QaOCA2RQs0/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1WvZj0zrmuFgN0HDDE6G2x2B0ElHEICoQsmXk3fLm1HQ/copy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zTzdQz8-8FOktMp793xJQDZraWa3P42KhlruHQ4yzlA/copy
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Q4ZXJNOLDyJQIugYdq7msiQgSjC0gquM1kJdtMbw71U/copy
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1_-Ep-rksC1zjZrcOSro793HlSujwm15DEsOZO9zzB8I/copy
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 one on the production. The intention is to track when all costume pieces enter 

 and exit, plus the time available for quick changes. This should be done before 

 cue to cue. It is similar to the character breakdown in the fact that when 

 costumes enter and exit often coincides with when characters enter and exit. 

 However, this is not always the case. 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

 ●  Props Tracking 

 ○  Props tracking is done during the rehearsal phase but can be started during the 

 pre-production phase. It tracks what all props are and when they enter/exit. This 

 is typically completed by an assistant stage manager, if there is one working on 

 the production. (The other ASM from the one working on costume tracking) This 

 should be done before cue to cue. 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

 ●  Run Sheet 

 ○  The run sheet is made for tech week and performances. It tracks all of the cues 

 that happen during the run of the show. It can also track set changes, quick 

 changes, prop hand offs, etc. The intention of the run sheet is to explicitly break 

 down what happens chronologically. 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

 ○  Example available  here  . 

 ●  Scene Breakdown 

 ○  The scene breakdown is part of the pre-production phase, which makes note of 

 the scene specifics like location/scenery pieces, characters, props, lighting, 

 costumes, etc. Sometimes this is something that the director creates or it isn’t 

 necessary; the stage manager should judge whether it is necessary. 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1z8BUXvLuGKEvZ0N04mAClhF2PjHYLmlk0VDEQ8sXu20/copy
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1A1exfYUzk016xSJyoWPGme1t7Vayh8tBHkSIZY2X-ZM/copy
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kCaJwBmlJVzFtFq-tSh9isuLn6SsNCMlZof3OdaKoGo/copy
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1e3HdiR9u2zWGi1KGQULjvNE4_qy0FzBV/view?usp=share_link
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 ○  Template available  here  . 

 ●  Script Alterations Tracker 

 ○  Some productions might have alterations to the script, such as changing 

 language to be more modern, adding improvisation or adlibs, or removing 

 portions of the script. Whether script alterations are possible legally depends on 

 the copyright and contract specifics. 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

 ●  Set Changes & Curtain Calls Tracker 

 ○  Having a tracker for set changes isn’t always necessary, but it can be a benefit 

 for shows with many or complicated set changes. Curtain calls and fly cues often 

 coincide with set changes but not always. 

 ○  Template available  here  . 

 ○  Example available  here  . 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1lOIwGY5nPBzz9BCyVCeQud7kgZmRSoe3YIX3ARHDA7Q/copy
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1NMtRNf4Cs27WRCiY4SjKtzBjBi8pTpGmXpxnaJY0Wk8/copy
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1LMz2euITaVKKTcjO9dCUjXjugjTrw6xFpMeK3vTVXw4/copy
https://drive.google.com/file/d/182ft3A9A8U63chjHOWcTBCMa6ZOLEijS/view?usp=share_link
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 Stage Management Paperwork Checklist 

 The following paperwork checklist lists all of the necessary paperwork into three 

 categories. There is the paperwork that needs to be created by the stage manager for every 

 show, which all have templates available. There is paperwork that is provided by the theatre 

 office and the stage manager needs to send out to other; these are typically contracts and forms 

 that need to be filled out. Then, there is paperwork that is provided by the theatre office for the 

 stage manager to use in general. 

 This checklist can be found in a separate document for personal use  here  . 

 Paperwork that needs to be created by every stage manager 

 Production calendar - important dates, rehearsal schedule, crew calls, etc. 

 ●  Note: this may be separated into a general production calendar and a rehearsal calendar 

 OR a technical calendar with crew calls and a rehearsal calendar OR just be 1 calendar 

 Blocking Sheets with ground plan 

 Blocking Script 

 Calling Script 

 SM Costume Tracking 

 SM Prop Tracking 

 Program Copy 

 Company Sign In Sheet 

 Rehearsal Report/Production Meeting Report 

 Strike Sign Out Sheet (digital) 

 Script Changes Tracker (optional) 

 Cast Conflicts Tracker (optional) 

 Run Sheet (used as necessary) 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1FMm39bGEnjqzeE5Q2T2XziBmLqT4YJFmiKDuSIVXp6Q/copy
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 ●  Not necessary for every show as crew leads might make their own 

 Set Changes/Fly Cues Tracking (used as necessary) 

 ●  Not necessary for every show as crew leads might make their own 

 Character Breakdown (used as necessary) 

 ●  Not always necessary or the director will make their own 

 Scene Breakdown (used as necessary) 

 ●  Not always necessary or the director will make their own 

 Paperwork provided for the Stage Manager from the theatre office & needs to be sent out 

 Contact Sheet 

 Contracts (SM, ASM, All Crew Leads) 

 Company Health Forms 

 Crew Bios 

 Actor Bios 

 Actor Resumes 

 Actor Publicity Form 

 Statement of Professional Standards 

 Paperwork provided for the Stage Manager from the theatre office to Use 

 Audition Form 

 Injury Report Form (used only as necessary) 

 Line Note Form 

 Script Sign Out Sheet 

 Ground Plan 
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 SECTION 4: PROMPT/PRODUCTION BOOKS 

 Prompt books are the stage manager’s collection of information that is often in a 

 binder(s) and contains everything related to the show, including the master script. Most often it 

 is contained to one large binder, but there are some who decide to split their blocking and 

 calling scripts between multiple binders to make carrying easier. There has also been a shift to 

 digital prompt books, or hybrid forms that have paper and digital information. The prompt book 

 contains the blocking script, calling script, company contact & health information, technical 

 information like ground plans and cue lists, run sheets, blank forms, etc. 

 A complete guide to creating and utilizing prompt books is available  here  . 

 Blocking 

 Taking blocking is a large portion of a stage manager’s responsibilities during rehearsals. 

 The best way to learn how to take blocking is by experience. Every show and every director will 

 have different blocking expectations and paces. The stage manager should have a discussion 

 with the director about blocking expectations and any specifics that are needed. 

 Blocking: How-To guide is available  here  . 

 Calling 

 Calling is split into two parts — creating a calling script and calling the show. The calling 

 script is the master copy of the script that has all of the cues, which the stage manager then 

 uses to ‘call’ the show. These cues are typically for actor places, lights, sound, fly/scenery, 

 projection, etc, but can also include costume changes, prop hand offs, or moments when crew 

 members need to be on stage. Another way to think of the calling script is as a guide for the 

 show. The stage manager calls the show during every performance. 

 Calling: How-To guide is available  here  . 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uKvM4aqIHHRjSOvnf9F2h3cru30seirr/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13gr_BRyiitdw9lAYc0gIgVyh1q-EmGmZ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1k6xHx2SO-u8pfATgaBfUB5wW3D664S6G/view?usp=share_link
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 SECTION 5: STAGE MANAGEMENT KITS 

 Overview 

 The stage manager’s kit is a collection of items that is intended to increase the safety, 

 comfort, and productivity of the entire company. The SM should bring their kit to anything in 

 person, aka rehearsals, meetings, performances, and strike. 

 Once Techweek has started, it’s best that the SM kit stays in the theatre until the show 

 closes, so it’s available in the event that the SM is unable to attend a rehearsal or performance. 

 It’s typically better for the kit to be down with the company backstage, than it is for it to be in the 

 booth with the stage manager and thus inaccessible to the company during a run. 

 For professional theatre, sometimes SM kits are provided by the theatre/theatrical 

 company and the stage manager doesn’t have to bring their own, or the company gives the 

 stage manager reimbursement for items used during the show. This is something that should be 

 specified in your contracts; don’t be afraid to ask or clarify if it isn’t! Stage managers at EMU 

 typically create their own kits to bring as necessary. 

 Getting Started 

 An easy way to start your kit is by getting the container, and then filling it with items. 

 Tackle boxes or toolboxes are probably the most common container to use, but things like craft 

 boxes, bookbags, and suitcases also work. Find whatever container works for you as a stage 

 manager! If you’re unsure if you’re going to continue stage managing long term, get a small, 

 affordable container. You can always upgrade to something larger if you continue stage 

 management long term. 

 Fill your kit as you are able; don’t feel stressed to get everything all at once. Like with 

 every aspect of theatre, SM kits will shift with the needs of each individual production. Also, as 
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 stage managers grow into the role they gain more experience about what works and what 

 doesn’t. A list of recommended items is available here:  SM Kit Checklist  . 

 Budget & Organization 

 There are many ways to create and organize stage management kits, and ultimately if 

 the stage manager is creating it, the kit is up to the stage manager. The organization of your kit 

 ultimately doesn’t matter much as long as it's accessible to your company. Each SM kit will be a 

 little different, in both contents and organization. Once you get a method to your SM kit, you can 

 always reorganize and rethink your kit throughout your career. Expect your kit to evolve as you 

 do as a stage manager. 

 One potential way to organize your kit is by type of item, such as placing all of the office 

 supplies together or all of the health/first aid items together. If this method is paired with group 

 labels, company members can easily identify where they need to go in your kit for any type of 

 item. A downside to organizing this way is that items that are more ambiguous in their grouping 

 may be harder to locate within your kit. 

 Another potential way to organize your kit is to color code, alphabetize, or number. 

 These methods mean that the items would need to have assigned colors/numbers/letters, and 

 doing that takes time. The nice thing about this method is that it can make it fairly easy to direct 

 members to finding items within your kit. 

 If your organization method is to fit your items wherever and however they make sense 

 in your container, that works great too! Tackle- and toolboxes often have premade plastic 

 dividers and sections, some items will fit better in any given section than others. As long as it’s 

 accessible to your company members, it's good. There doesn’t need to be an elaborate 

 organizational plan for your kit. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zaO-jIfRb7uN8HDbb510wgHbh34_gqfU/view?usp=sharing
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 Organizational Tips 

 ●  Things like pencil cases, jewelry/craft organizers, and tool boxes can help separate your 

 items in a way that makes it easier for your company to use 

 ●  Label makers (should that be something that you’d like) can also help with visibility and 

 organization 

 ●  Label your kit itself! This can be as simple as your name in sharpie. 

 ○  This helps keep your kit from being misplaced, taken, or lost. 

 ○  This also helps make your kit identifiable in a group setting like an academic 

 theatre program where multiple stage managers are using the same spaces. 

 In terms of budgeting, the dollar store is often your friend. A basic SM kit can be created 

 completely from items bought at the dollar store. Don’t feel pressured to spend a significant 

 amount of money right away, especially if stage managing isn’t your long term plan or if you’re 

 unsure about stage managing in general. 

 General Tips 

 ●  Make a list of the items in your kit that will need to be replaced and how often. Things 

 like medications, first aid items, erasers, etc. Some items are just used more often than 

 others. 

 ○  Include items on this list that have a tendency of “walking off.” Writing utensils are 

 a big one! 

 ●  Medications are a bit of a gray area, legally. Some theatres might not allow you to 

 provide medications because they can be a liability. Always ask about a theatre’s policy 

 before you start working on a show. 
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 ●  Don’t be afraid to set up an exchange system to make sure the items in your kit are 

 returned to you. Think elementary school where students left a shoe in exchange for a 

 calculator. 

 ○  Remember you’re working with adults so if you choose to implement a system 

 like this, make it fun but still professional. 

 ○  Gauge your company to see if such a system would be effective. College 

 students would probably be okay with this but older actors might not be. 

 ○  (shoes wouldn’t really work because those are needed for rehearsals) 

 Stage Manager’s Useful Items 

 Here are some items that are useful to stage manager’s specifically, but can be 

 considered separate from the SM kit. These just make life easier for a stage manager but are 

 not necessary. There may also be times where your kit is backstage, so cast and crew have 

 access to it, but you are in the booth or a different location to call a show and can’t access it 

 during a performance. 

 These could be stored in a separate bag or container that is kept in the booth during the 

 run of the show. 

 ●  Stationery & Office supplies 

 ○  Sticky notes & Sticky tabs 

 ■  Multiple sizes 

 ○  Notepads (nice for taking notes during rehearsals and performances) 

 ○  Tape (can be decorative or washi tape if you’d like; nice for taping your scripts) 

 ○  Personal pencil/pen in type or style you prefer 

 ○  Erasers (recommend Hi-Polymer or the stick erasers) 

 ○  Highlighters & Sharpies 
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 ○  Binder dividers/organizers 

 ○  Pencil case 

 ○  Clear plastic binder sleeves 

 ●  Electronics 

 ○  Personal headset (if you have or need one) 

 ○  Personal chargers 

 ○  Power strip/extension cord 

 ●  Personal well being 

 ○  Water bottle 

 ○  Snacks 

 ○  Umbrella 

 ○  Pain medications 

 An example of a stage manager kit is available  here  . 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ANYx6IdNJXZdwe1eObzi6Aza527CeDW5/view?usp=share_link
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 SM Kit List of Items 

 Kit 

 ●  Container (need just one) 

 ○  Bookbag, Craft Box, Small 

 Suitcase, Toolkit, Tacklebox 

 Health/Medical 

 ●  Covid Era/Preventative 

 ○  Disinfectant Wipes 

 ○  Disposable Gloves 

 ○  Disposable Masks 

 ○  Hand Sanitizer (liquid or 

 wipes) 

 ●  Cold/Flu 

 ○  Cough Drops 

 ○  Thermometer 

 ○  Tissues 

 ○  Vitamin C Drops or Powder 

 ●  First Aid 

 ○  Antibacterial Cream 

 ○  Anti-Itch Cream 

 ○  Antiseptic wipes 

 ○  Bandages 

 ○  Cloth/Medical Tape 

 ○  Finger Cots 

 ○  Gauze 

 ○  Instant Ice Pack 

 ○  Tweezer 

 ○  First Aid Kit 

 ●  Over the Counter Meds 

 ○  Allergy Medication 

 ○  Antacids 

 ○  Ibuprofen 

 ○  Aspirin 

 ○  Tylenol 

 ●  Outdoor 

 ○  Aloe 

 ○  Bugspray 

 ○  Sunscreen 

 ●  Other 

 ○  Blister Pads 

 ○  Lip Balm 

 ○  Unlubricated Condoms 

 Office Supplies 

 ●  Corrections 

 ○  Erasers 

 ○  White Out 

 ●  Hole Punching 

 ○  Page Reinforcement Circles 

 ○  Single Hole Punch 
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 ○  Three Hole Punch 

 ●  Metal Products 

 ○  Binder Clips 

 ○  Binder Rings 

 ○  Paper Clips 

 ○  Push Pins 

 ○  Scissors 

 ●  Other 

 ○  Calculator 

 ○  Gluestick 

 ○  Hot-glue gun 

 ○  Hot-glue gun glue 

 ○  Rubber Bands 

 ○  Ruler 

 ●  Paper Products 

 ○  Notebooks/Notepads 

 ○  Page Markers 

 ○  Post-it Notes 

 ●  Stapling 

 ○  Stapler 

 ○  Staple Remover 

 ○  Staples 

 ●  Writing Utensils & Accessories 

 ○  Colored pencils 

 ○  Dry erase markers 

 ○  Highlighters 

 ○  Lead for pencils 

 ○  Mechanical pencils 

 ○  Pencil sharpener 

 ○  Pens 

 ○  Permanent markers 

 ○  Traditional pencils 

 ○  White chalk 

 Electronics 

 ●  Chargers 

 ○  Type C USB Cable 

 ○  Micro USB cable 

 ○  IOS/Lightning Cable 

 ●  Other 

 ○  Batteries 

 ○  External CD/DVD drive 

 ○  Extension cord 

 ○  Headphones 

 ○  Headset (not necessary) 

 ○  Power strip/Surge protectors 

 ○  USB drive 

 ○  Zip Ties 

 Personal Care 

 ●  Dental Care 

 ○  Disposable toothbrushes 
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 ○  Floss 

 ○  Mints and/or Gum 

 ○  Mouthwash 

 ○  Toothpaste 

 ○  Toothpicks 

 ●  Eye Care 

 ○  Contact lens case 

 ○  Contact solution 

 ○  Eyedrops 

 ○  Glasses repair kit 

 ●  Hair care 

 ○  Bobby pins 

 ○  Comb or brush 

 ○  Dry shampoo 

 ○  Hair bands 

 ○  Hair spray 

 ●  Hand & Nail Care 

 ○  Cosmetic scissors 

 ○  Emery board 

 ○  Fingernail clippers 

 ○  Hand lotion 

 ●  Body Care 

 ○  Bar Soap 

 ○  Deodorant 

 ○  Q-tips 

 ○  Makeup Wipes 

 Wardrobe 

 ●  Costume 

 ○  Clear nail polish 

 ○  Cloth tape measure 

 ○  Lint Roller 

 ○  Mini Sewing Kit 

 ○  Straight Pins 

 ○  Safety Pins 

 ○  Shoe Laces 

 ○  Spare buttons, hooks, & 

 snaps 

 ○  Stain remover pen 

 ○  Velcro 

 Technical 

 ●  Tape 

 ○  Electrical 

 ○  Duct 

 ○  Gaff 

 ○  Glow-in-the-Dark 

 ○  Scotch 

 ○  Spike 

 ●  Tools 

 ○  Adjustable Wrench 

 ○  Clip light 
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 ○  Flashlights 

 ○  Mini-hammer 

 ○  Multi-tool 

 ○  Scale ruler 

 ○  Small screwdriver/set 

 ○  Tape Measure 

 Miscellaneous 

 ●  For Company’s Convenience 

 ○  Card game(s) 

 ○  Coloring Book(s) 

 ○  Plastic Silverware 

 ○  Stress ball/toy 

 ●  For SM’s Convenience 

 ○  Bell/Whistle 

 ○  Febreeze 

 ○  Lighter or Box of matches 

 A list of stage management kit items with some explanations available  here  . 

 An alternate sm kit list available  here  . 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1H3ENYkV60EzJXUN7gKu_UReStaMj1UV3IFPGXbeT7mU/edit?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qV5jUDBwQAWnUVZnR52aDg45LQTWsq9P/view?usp=share_link
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 SECTION 6: FINDING JOBS 

 Portfolios V.S. Resumes V.S. Websites 

 Knowing how to present yourself is an incredibly important skill, especially when trying to 

 get jobs. Portfolios, Resumes, and Websites are a couple ways of doing that, and often jobs will 

 ask for at least one of these during the hiring process. This, of course, is normal for most types 

 of jobs, but these can be very specific when it comes to theatre. 

 Portfolios 

 Portfolios are a way to show what you are capable of and present your work in a 

 confident and professional manner. They used to be entirely on paper but there has been a shift 

 to digital portfolios, especially with the Covid-19 pandemic. In simplest terms, portfolios are a 

 visual collection of what you have done with examples from your work. Depending on what you 

 include in your portfolio and how you are presenting it, these examples might include physical 

 items or just images. Stage management portfolios could potentially include examples of 

 paperwork, blocking scripts, calling scripts, certificates or statements for various equipment or 

 software, and certifications like CPR. 

 Portfolios can be presented in multiple ways, and which format you use can depend on 

 the when, where, and who of your presentation. Are you presenting it in person or sending just a 

 file? Is it a one-on-one presentation or is it at a conference in a booth? If you’re presenting it in 

 person, where are you going to be located and what devices will you have at your disposal? 

 There are times where you might have to actively present your portfolio to a group of people. 

 For these types of situations, it might be best to have a single stream portfolio, which can be 

 done on powerpoint or google slides. Other times you might be presenting your portfolio on an 

 expo floor or in a booth at a conference, where rather than presenting it, people come to look at 

 your material. A poster board and table setup with physical items like prompt books, calling 
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 scripts, etc might be suited here. Or you might just be sending a file along or someone asks to 

 look at your work without a formal presentation, which means that you’ll need to have your 

 portfolio organized in a way that doesn’t need you to provide commentary. A slide show might 

 work here, or you could provide a website link. (More to come on websites!) 

 Like many aspects of stage managing, your portfolio should be professional and easy to 

 understand and take in, but that doesn’t mean that it needs to be minimal or visually 

 unappealing if you don’t want it to be. Your portfolio can be creative and a reflection of you as an 

 artist. However, don’t lose the coherency in exchange for the visual aspect. Make sure your 

 portfolio doesn’t have spelling and grammatical errors, have too low contrast to be read, or have 

 too much information to be read clearly. Focus on what aspects of your work you’d like to 

 emphasize and display, and don’t forget to include things like people and communication skills, 

 ability to organize, schedule, and plan, etc, aka the more abstract portion of your skill set. 

 Ultimately, your portfolio is a reflection of you as a professional; try to make sure it's the 

 best reflection of you it can be! 

 Resumes 

 Resumes are similar to a portfolio in the fact that they are a collection of your 

 experience, but where portfolios are visual, resumes are often intended to be handed to 

 employers. They are summaries of your education, qualifications, and experience to show that 

 you qualify for whatever you are applying. Most people are taught how to create a standard 

 resume in high school for general jobs, but resumes for theatre positions are often formatted a 

 little differently than traditional or academic resumes.  Part of this is because many stage 

 management jobs are gig work or self-contracting, which means that there are many more 

 jobs/experiences that need to be listed. Often, rather than focusing on job descriptions, it’ll 

 essentially be a list of productions and roles. These should include the title of the show, your 
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 position, your supervisor (director or stage manager), producing organization, and date. Utilize 

 columns and sections for organization. 

 Your resume often needs to be reformatted or updated each time you send it to a 

 company, regardless of what type of resume you are sending. Don’t forget to also include 

 memberships to professional organizations or unions and special skills that might set you apart 

 from other applicants. For a stage manager, this might include different equipment you’re trained 

 on, first aid/CPR training, which boards and programs you’ve used before, being able to read 

 music, etc. 

 Make sure your resume is clear, concise, and organized. Similar to the portfolio, you can 

 be creative with your resume in terms of colors, formatting, and pictures. There are many 

 templates out there to help! 

 Websites 

 Websites pair with portfolios and resumes as a way to present them and make them 

 available to employers. If you use a website in this manner, it becomes essentially a collection 

 of your work history and projects. You can also include things like blogs and unrealized projects. 

 There are many websites and applications that are intended for website creation, and many 

 have free options for use; google sites, wix, weebly, and squarespace are just a couple. 

 You have a lot of freedom when it comes to your website creation. Many website 

 creation applications have templates that you can use if you’d like, or you can build your website 

 from scratch. Take things like font, color scheme, organization, and material into account when 

 starting to create your website. You should also be mindful of how users will view and interact 

 with the website as well, to make sure that your site is user friendly. 
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 Finding Jobs 

 Finding stage management and similar jobs can be a very daunting task. Thankfully the 

 internet can make it a bit easier to find jobs, or connect you with people who have information. 

 Regardless when you’re first starting out, you will have to be proactive in your search and 

 communication. Most of the time, jobs won’t just fall into your lap in the beginning of your career. 

 Useful Websites 

 General Job Searching 

 ●  Indeed -  https://www.indeed.com/ 

 ●  Glassdoor -  https://www.glassdoor.com/index.htm 

 ●  LinkedIn -  https://www.linkedin.com/jobs 

 ●  ZipRecruiter -  www.ziprecruiter.com 

 ●  (Specifically Education Jobs) HigherEdJobs -  https://www.higheredjobs.com/ 

 Theatre Specific 

 ●  BroadwayWorld -  https://www.broadwayworld.com/ 

 ●  Mandy Theatre Professionals -  https://www.mandy.com/ 

 ●  New York Foundation for the Arts (NYFA) -  https://www.nyfa.org/jobs/ 

 ●  OffStageJobs -  https://staging.offstagejobs.com/ 

 ●  Playbill -  https://www.playbill.com/jobs 

 ●  Take Five -  https://takefiveopportunities.org/ 

 ○  Internships and apprenticeship opportunities only 

 ●  USITT -  https://www.usitt.org/jobs 

https://www.indeed.com/
https://www.glassdoor.com/index.htm
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs
http://www.ziprecruiter.com/
https://www.higheredjobs.com/
https://www.broadwayworld.com/
https://www.mandy.com/
https://www.nyfa.org/jobs/
https://staging.offstagejobs.com/
https://www.playbill.com/jobs
https://takefiveopportunities.org/
https://www.usitt.org/jobs
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 City/Company Specific 

 ●  Located in Chicago -  https://jobs.leagueofchicagotheatres.org/ 

 ●  Cirque Du Soleil -  https://careers.cirquedusoleil.com/ 

 ●  Disney -  https://jobs.disneycareers.com/ 

 Other Places to Look 

 ●  Facebook Groups: a benefit to the theatre industry is the sense of community! There are 

 multiple groups on facebook that focus on fostering a sense of community, and that 

 includes posting job offerings for around the country. 

 ○  Year of the Stage Manager: The Afterglow 

 ○  Everything Stage Management 

 ○  Young Stage Managers 

 ○  Quick Change - Entertainment Job Network - 

 Technical/Production/Administration 

 ●  Callboards: depending on the theatres you work at, they may post jobs on their call 

 boards or other information areas. 

 ●  General Google Searches: as with the nature of google, there is a jobs  section  . If you 

 type any job title plus the word ‘job.’ a multitude of related job postings will pop up. 

 Tips 

 ●  Look on individual websites of theatres or companies. Many theatres and artistic 

 companies don’t put their job positions on job searching sites but rather post their job 

 openings on their specific websites. 

 ○  Sometimes you’ll have to search for them on their websites. 

https://jobs.leagueofchicagotheatres.org/
https://careers.cirquedusoleil.com/
https://jobs.disneycareers.com/
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 ●  Networking, networking, and more networking! Much of the theatre industry exists on 

 word of mouth and often jobs can be found through people you know. 

 ○  Keep this in mind as you start working professionally and creating a reputation. 

 Final Thoughts 

 Don’t be afraid to say no to jobs. You deserve good working conditions and existing in a 

 healthy space. Theatre is an industry known for burning out its people. If a job description 

 doesn’t seem right, or you meet the people working on a project and find that you don’t mesh 

 well with them, don’t take the position. You don’t have to take every job that comes your way, or 

 stay with a job that you don’t want to stay in. 
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 SECTION 7: ADDITIONAL RESOURCES 

 Official Duties Lists 

 The theatre department at Eastern Michigan University has lists of duties that explain the 

 expectations and responsibilities of all stage managers. The One Act Festival duties list is 

 geared towards the umbrella stage manager and stage managers for the annual One Act 

 Festival. Typically there are between two and four stage managers per festival. The Mainstage 

 and Second stage duties lists are geared towards the stage managers and assistant stage 

 managers who work on the larger productions. 

 One Act Festival USM & SM Duties List is available  here  . 

 SM Duties Mainstage & 2ndstage is available  here  . 

 Professional Stage Managers’ Experiences 

 An excellent way to learn how to stage manage and expand your knowledge is through 

 professional stage managers. They can provide first hand experiences and offer guidance on 

 topics like being unionized or not, whether a masters degree is needed, and how to find jobs. 

 A series of professional stage manager interviews are available  here  . 

 Stage Management Forums 

 The supervising stage manager(s) are students who are tasked with mentoring stage 

 managers and helping out in the theatre office at Eastern Michigan University. They host 

 monthly forums for anyone interested in stage management to go over the expectations, 

 responsibilities, and aspects of stage managing. They also use these forums to answer 

 questions and foster a community. Many forums have the information presented on slideshows. 

 Slideshows from previous SM forums are available  here  . 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TX8pt1MCT6LqdEP55eDV9W-ZnsNjiVPM/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MdbiYQucDqTKku064raW9ku4f-IjzPZn/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/171hnuQCHgtKS4r4oO_L1bcj2-DFaUm3i?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/18jhfTJIryYcQ1aj6iC8uiD5qzhJ06e1g?usp=share_link
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 Additional Readings/Resources 

 There are a lot of books, blogs, and groups for the theatre community, including stage 

 management. Many of these resources can help expand a stage manager’s perspective, even if 

 they aren’t directly related to stage management. Some of them are more related to current 

 theatre news. This list is not exhaustive and new resources are always coming out. 

 Books/Readings 

 Stage Management Specifically: 

 ●  Back Stage Guide to Stage Managemen  t, The, 3rd Edition,  by Thomas A. Kelly 

 ●  Production Stage Management for Broadway  , by Peter  Lawrence 

 ●  Stage Management,  12th Edition, by Lawrence Stern  & Jill Gold 

 ●  Stage Manager’s Toolkit  , The, 3rd Edition, by Laurie  Kincman 

 ●  Stage Manager: The Professional Experience Refreshed  ,  2nd Edition, by Larry Fazio 

 Related Material: 

 ●  Drafting For The Theatre,  2nd Edition, by Dennis Dorn  & Mark Shanda 

 ●  Theatre Management: Producing and Managing the Performing Arts  by David M. Conte 

 & Stephen Langly 

 Blogs & Social Media 

 ●  Backstage -  https://www.backstage.com/magazine/ 

 ●  OnStage Blog -  https://www.onstageblog.com/ 

 ●  Playbill -  https://www.playbill.com/ 

 ●  Stage Management Resources -  http://www.stagemanagementresource.com/ 

https://www.backstage.com/magazine/
https://www.onstageblog.com/
https://www.playbill.com/
http://www.stagemanagementresource.com/
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 ●  Facebook Groups: (not limited to) 

 ○  Year of the Stage Manager: The Afterglow 

 ○  Everything Stage Management 

 ○  Young Stage Managers 

 ●  Tumblr Blogs: (not limited to) these blogs are run by professional stage managers who 

 post about their experiences, share related content, and answer questions. 

 ○  Standbyplacesplease -  https://www.tumblr.com/standbyplacesplease 

 ○  smhandbook -  https://smhandbook.tumblr.com/ 

 ○  stagemanagermusings -  https://stagemanagermusings.tumblr.com/ 

 ○  stage-managers-are-magic -  https://stage-managers-are-magic.tumblr.com/ 

 ○  stagemanagerssaygo -  https://stagemanagerssaygo.tumblr.com/ 

 ○  Whatevenisstagemanagement - 

 https://whatevenisstagemanagement.tumblr.com/ 

 Classes To Take 

 There are a lot of great courses at Eastern Michigan University that are helpful to stage 

 managers. Almost any communication course will be beneficial because of the nature of what 

 stage managers do. Leadership, management, and business courses are the same way. It’s 

 also a good idea to take introduction classes to other tech elements so stage managers have a 

 foundation of all aspects of theatre. Many courses that aren’t intended for stage management 

 can yield helpful skills! Look outside of the box and be open to gaining new experience! 

https://www.tumblr.com/standbyplacesplease
https://smhandbook.tumblr.com/
https://stagemanagermusings.tumblr.com/
https://stage-managers-are-magic.tumblr.com/
https://stagemanagerssaygo.tumblr.com/
https://whatevenisstagemanagement.tumblr.com/
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 Conferences 

 ●  USITT - United States Institute for Theatre Technology 

 ○  Holds an annual conference that provides learning opportunities for the 

 entertainment design and technology industry 

 ○  Requires a membership and registration to the conference itself 

 ○  https://www.usitt.org/ 

 ●  SETC - Southeastern Theatre Conference 

 ○  Holds annual conference for theatre professionals. More geared for college 

 students, particularly those looking at graduate school. 

 ○  Requires a membership and registration to the conference itself 

 ○  https://www.setc.org/ 

https://www.usitt.org/
https://www.setc.org/
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 CONCLUSION 

 The resources in this guide were intended to be taken beyond these pages to create a 

 practical foundation for the student stage managers at Eastern Michigan University. While 

 learning from experienced stage managers is the best and easiest way to learn how to stage 

 manage, written guidance and resources can be a helping hand to any new stage manager. 

 Example paperwork goes a long way in the creation of personal paperwork, especially if it’s new 

 paperwork for an individual, and even the briefest of explanations of events, paperwork, and 

 timelines allows for the anticipation of needed requirements for success. Having the 

 expectations and responsibilities written down and provided with open access to stage 

 managers also allows time for questions to be asked of experienced individuals before the 

 answers are necessary for the productivity of the production as a whole. 

 All of the material in this resource is available in a singular document format within a 

 google drive folder that all of the stage managers in the theatre program can get access to as a 

 viewer. The resources offered here have been used by student stage managers prior to them 

 being compiled into a singular PDF and had positive reviews of them, particularly the paperwork 

 templates. The stage managers even had access to material they hadn’t worked with before 

 and material that created a common basis for everyone involved in the production. 

 Creating and compiling the resources was a time consuming task, both in the experience 

 that was needed to be able to confidently complete the task and in the action of it itself. The 

 culmination of  The Stage Manager’s Resources  has acted  as a culmination of my skills and 

 capabilities as a stage manager. The creation process would have gone smoother with a more 

 consistent and shorter schedule, instead of doing most at the end of the long process. 

 Containing the creation process would have allowed individuals to access it earlier in the 2022 - 

 2023 academic year and would have made the stress of creating it less. 
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 Ultimately, despite stage management being a time consuming and multi-faceted job, it 

 does not have to be an overly complicated one without guidance. Creating a foundation gives 

 these stage managers the basics of what they need to be successful, while still allowing them to 

 adjust and build upon the resources in a manner that works for them. Every stage manager is 

 different in their practice, but a lot of common factors tie into stage management that can be 

 placed into such a compilation of resources. Having a confident stage manager with a 

 foundation of knowledge allows for a smoother process for everyone involved. 
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